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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 

This is an updated version of the Technical Paper prepared in 2009 to take into account the following 
changes to the development proposal: 
• Introduction of a Salt Water Lake scheme within the development to provide amenity but to also 

provide stormwater detention for a significant component of the site. 
• Changes to the Gawler River Flood Model, and updating the 100 year ARI floodplain mapping 

based on the updated model and introduction of the salt water lakes. 
• Updates by SA Water in regards to the Potable Water Supply to the development. 
• Updates by SA Water in regards to the provision of irrigation (recycled water) to the site, as a 

result of the recent construction of the Northern Adelaide Irrigation Scheme (NAIS) 

1.2 Background 

The Riverlea development by Walker Corporation, which is now currently under construction with 
Precinct 1 and sections of Precinct 2 under construction. It will comprise approximately 12,000 
residential allotments, a number of commercial and industrial precincts, three permanent 
neighbourhood centres, one district centre, one retail centre and both primary and high schools, local 
shopping areas and employment opportunities. Figure 1-1 below shows the Masterplan layout of the 
proposal. 
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Figure 1-1: Riverlea Park Proposal Masterplan 

Construction of the proposal will be staged over a 25 year period. The provision of infrastructure (such 
as the stormwater, potable water and waste water) will also be staged, and constructed as demand 
requires it. Therefore, capital costs associated with implementation of infrastructure will be progressive 
over the 25 year construction period.  

Figure 1-2 shows the current Riverlea Park proposal staging plan developed so far. The intention is for 
development to progressively move from the east to the west as that is the logical path to bring 
infrastructure to the site. 
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Figure 1-2: Riverlea Park Proposal Staging Plan 

1.3 Planning and Design Code 

The Riverlea site is within the City of Playford and is zoned Masterplanned Neighbourhood. 

As a result of the area’s horticultural character, the Riverlea Park are currently has no major water or 
sewer trunk services available, however recycled water is currently supplied to the residents for 
irrigation and horticultural purposes via the WRSV (Western Reticulation Systems Virginia) pipeline 
and more recently through the extension of the Northern Adelaide Irrigation System (NAIS), which has 
a pipeline in Port Wakefield Highway. 

1.4 Site Description 

The Riverlea Park site covers an approximate area of 1,308 hectares. The site is situated 
approximately 32km north of the Adelaide CBD, bounded by Gawler River to the north, Buckland Dry 
Creek salt fields to the south, Port Wakefield Highway to the east (see Figure 1-3 for the locality plan). 
The Riverlea Park site is approximately 2.7 kilometres inland of the Gulf St Vincent coastline and it is 
for this reason it is not considered to be a coastal site.  
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Figure 1-3: Locality Plan 

The topography of the site is relatively flat with an approximately fall of 0.2% across the site from east 
to west. The site also lies within the Gawler River flood plain. Figure 1-4 shows the site location in 
relation to the surrounding community. 

Buckland Dry Creek  
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Figure 1-4: Site Boundary in Context of Surroundings 

As a part of the initial site investigations ground water mapping was undertaken by Resource and 
Environmental Management (REM) (Reference 7). This mapping indicated that the depth to ground 
water within the site ranges from 0.2 metres to 7 metres below the natural surface level. It can be seen 
in Figure 1-5 that approximately 75% of the site has a depth to ground water of approximately 3 
metres below the surface level. 
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Figure 1-5: Depth to Groundwater 

Site investigations by both Golder Associates (Reference 5) and REM (Resource and Environmental 
Management, reference 7) revealed the ground water in the Riverlea Park area is highly saline, with 
the salinity ranging from 1000ppm to 5000ppm Total Dissolved Solids (TDS). These investigations 
also indicated that some portions of the site are affected by Acid Sulphate Soils (ASS). 

1.5 Water Management Aims 

This technical paper outlines the formulation of the following concepts as they relate to the Riverlea 
Park proposal: 
• Stormwater capture, treatment and reuse (minor flow management) 
• Stormwater Management (major flow management) 
• Sewerage reticulation systems 
• Potable water supply 
• Flood protection from Gawler River 
• Provision of Recycled Water (NAIS) to the site. 

These concepts will be discussed in relation to site conditions and how they influence the 
recommendations for water infrastructure and the layout of the proposal’s Masterplan – particularly the 
location and configuration of stormwater management facilities.  

The EIS Guidelines that will be addressed in this report are outlined in Appendix A. 
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2 STORMWATER 
2.1 Introduction 

The current method of stormwater management within the Riverlea Park site relies on a system of 
natural open creek lines and roadside open drains and culverts to move the stormwater runoff through 
the catchment and discharge it to the ocean via the Thompson Outfall Channel. 

The Riverlea Park site generally drains away from the Gawler River in a south westerly direction 
towards the Thompson Outfall Channel. The Gawler River is situated within the northern section of the 
Riverlea Park site and is a perched river system. As the banks of the Gawler River are higher than the 
adjacent floodplain, stormwater runoff from the Riverlea Park site will not drain to the Gawler River nor 
to the Buckland Lake System as they are both effectively located upstream of the Riverlea Park 
proposal site.  

Figure 2-1 shows the site levels in metres to Australian Height Datum (AHD) and shows that the site 
falls away from the Gawler River towards the Thompson Outfall Channel. 

Section 2 of this report will focus primarily on minor and major internal stormwater flow management 
whilst water quality and the management of external flood water flows will be addressed in Sections 3 
and 4 respectively. 

 
Figure 2-1: Existing Site levels 
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2.2 Pre-Development Site Conditions 

Currently stormwater infrastructure in the Riverlea Park area is limited. The majority of the stormwater 
flows are carried by a system of natural creek lines, culverts and open drains that run along the road 
side and discharge to the Thompson Outfall Channel (see Figure 2-2 for stormwater infrastructure 
layout). 

 
Figure 2-2: Existing Stormwater Infrastructure 

The Thompson Outfall Channel is a large earth channel that extends from the western most end of 
Thompson Road and discharges into Gulf St Vincent. 

Thompson Creek is a natural creek which runs through the centre of the Riverlea Park site (see Figure 
2-2). The catchment that contributes to Thompson Creek extends west from Port Wakefield Highway, 
between Thompson Road and the Gawler River. 

2.2.1 Thompson Outfall Channel 

Thompson Outfall Channel extends from the western most end of Thompson Road in Riverlea Park 
and runs parallel with the SA Water Bolivar effluent discharge channel (see Figure 2-2 for location). 
The drain is earth lined with a varying trapezoidal cross section. 

Thompson Outfall Channel receives stormwater runoff from a large catchment of approximately 
85km2 known as the Western Virginia Catchment. This catchment lies within the bounds of Gawler 
River to the north, Andrews Road, Munno Para Downs in the east, St Kilda Road to the south and the 
Salt crystallization pans to the west. The outfall channel discharges directly to Gulf St Vincent and the 
capacity of the channel will be affected by tide levels.   

It is a requirement of the Planning and Design Code that all new projects make an allowance for rises 
in sea level when designing stormwater outlets that discharge to the sea. The Port Adelaide Seawater 
Stormwater Flooding study (Reference 11) undertook a detailed assessment of tidal and rainfall 
records to determine if there was a relationship between tides and storms. The study determined there 
was no direct correlation and formulated a series of criteria for combined storm and tide events based 
on likely probability.  
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Port Adelaide Enfield Council adopts the following when assessing the drainage strategies for 
projects: 
• 1 in 100 year ARI (1% AEP) storm with a corresponding long term Mean High Water Springs 

(MHWS) tide. 
• 1 in 1 year ARI storm (100% AEP), with a long term 1 in 100 year tide event (1%AEP) 

Taking into account predicted long term sea level rise at the downstream end of the Thompson Outfall 
Channel, an outlet tailwater level of 1.95m AHD has been adopted. This level was determined as 
follows: 
• Mean High Water Springs (MHWS) level = 0.95m AHD 
• Expected sea level rise (2100) = 1.0m  

Mean High Water Springs is a level that is the average of all the twice daily high tides in spring.    

In order to determine the capacity of the Thompson Outfall Channel a HEC-RAS computer model was 
setup. HEC-RAS is a software package that uses one dimensional hydraulic calculations to analyse 
flows in natural or constructed channels. The parameters used in the analysis include the following: 
• Mannings n = 0.04 
• Downstream water level = 1.95m AHD (as indicated previously) 
• Length 2.6km 

From the analysis it was determined that the maximum capacity of the outfall channel is approximately 
28 to 30m3/s assuming the existing degraded levee on the northern banks is reinstated to a level 
similar to the dividing levee to the Bolivar Outfall channel which is set at approximately RL 3m AHD. 

2.2.2 Thompson Creek 

Thompson Creek is a naturally occurring creek that runs directly through the centre of the site (see 
Figure 2-2 for location).  

The creek currently meanders through the site with a number of branching tributaries and terminates 
at Thompson Road where it connects into the Thompson Outfall Channel.  

2.2.3 Stormwater Drainage Infrastructure 

Pre-development, the stormwater infrastructure within the site was limited, with the stormwater runoff 
from the undeveloped site being carried through the catchment area via a system of road side open 
drains and culverts (see Figure 2-2 for details) that terminate at the Thompson Road outfall channel. 

The exact capacity of the current stormwater drainage system is not known, but is expected to be 
limited. 

2.2.4 Gawler River 

The Gawler River is a perched waterway that runs along the northern most boundary of the site.  

The river is situated upstream of the site and the banks of the river are raised so they are higher than 
the surrounding floodplain as shown in Figure 2-1. As such the Gawler River receives no contribution 
of stormwater runoff from the Riverlea Park site. 

The site will however experience flood events from water breaking the banks of the Gawler River. This 
is discussed in detail in Section 5 of this report. 

2.3 Post-Development Stormwater Management 

Once the proposal is complete, the Riverlea Park catchment will produce a significantly larger volume 
of stormwater runoff than it would currently give its undeveloped state. Therefore, to capture and 
discharge the runoff to Gulf St Vincent, whilst considering and managing the environmental impacts of 
the increased flows, a more structured stormwater management system will be required.  
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In order to meet the Council’s criteria that peak stormwater flows discharged from the Riverlea Park 
proposal must not exceed the pre-developed discharge rate and considering the relatively limited 
capacity of the Thompson Outfall Channel, onsite detention will be required within the proposal’s 
Masterplan. 

Stormwater detention will be provided by two means, the salt water lakes will provide stormwater 
detention above lake water level for those catchments draining to the lakes. For the southern most 
catchments and parts of Precinct 1, a detention basin/wetland will be constructed at the southern most 
portion of the site prior to discharge to Thompson’s Outfall Channel. 

In order to model the estimated peak flows from the developed site a TUFLOW model was created to 
model the 20% AEP and 1%AEP events. A more detailed Flood Modelling Report is included in 
Appendix E. 

DRAINS was used to estimate the pre-development flows and TUFLOW has been used to model the 
post development flows and model the impacts of stormwater detention. 

TUFLOW is a software package used for designing and analysing urban stormwater drainage 
systems. TUFLOW uses hydraulic and hydrologic calculations to simulate rainfall events on catchment 
areas. From this it then calculates the resultant flows, velocities, and hydraulic grade lines that are 
produced by the rainfall events.  

A 1D/2D TUFLOW model has been developed in accordance with AR&R 2019 guidelines. The latest 
design surface for the development site has been used. The modelling has been undertaken for 1% 
AEP event.   

In order to effectively convey and capture the stormwater runoff created by the proposal a number of 
different techniques will be used. These techniques include the following: 
• A network of concrete pipes to collect local drainage from rooves and roadways 
• A network of linear drainage reserves to convey larger flows that will provide a dual use for 

water quality treatment 
• Detention basins and lakes to reduce the peak outflow from the proposal 

Detention above the Salt Water Lakes combined with a single large detention basin in the south 
western corner of the site was considered appropriate. The southern basin was chose as the low lying 
nature of the land in this area makes it unsuitable for residential purposes also zoned as ‘open space’. 

2.3.1 Stormwater Modelling 

The analysis required the setup of a DRAINS model for pre-development runoff, and a TUFLOW 
model for post development runoff.  

A number of hydrologic parameters need to be established in order to undertake the DRAINS 
analysis, particularly in regards to estimating runoff from pervious areas. These assumptions were 
constant for both the undeveloped and developed site and include the following: 
• Soil Type = 2 (Moderate infiltration rates and Moderately well drained) 
• Antecedent Moisture Content (AMC) = 3 
• Grassed initial loss = 40mm 
• Paved initial loss = 2mm 
• Supplementary paved initial loss = 2mm 

Rainfall data is also required to be entered into the model. In this situation rainfall intensities for the 
Light Region situated slightly north of Riverlea Park was considered to be the closest and most 
accurate representation of rainfall at Riverlea Park. Recent reports prepared by the CSIRO suggest 
that in the future Climate Change could increase the intensities of storms experienced in South 
Australia by up to 4 to 5 % higher by 2050 (Reference 4). In order to take some account for climate 
change the rainfall intensity from Australian Rainfall and Runoff were increased by a factor of 15% to 
allow for some further potential increases in predictions through to 2100. This was achieved in the 
model by specifying a rainfall multiplier factor of 1.15.  
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Table 2-1 shows a comparison between the undeveloped and developed stormwater peak runoff 
volumes for both the 100 year ARI and 1 year ARI storm events and also the increased flows 
attributed to accounting for climate change.  

Table 2-1 - Peak Flow Rates for the Developed and Undeveloped Site Conditions 

 UNDEVELOPED 
(M3/s) 

DEVELOPED 
(M3/s) 

DEVELOPED WITH CLIMATE CHANGE 
ALLOWANCE 

(M3/s) 
100% AEP 4 22 25 

1%AEP 10 82 92 

The runoff from the developed catchment in a 1%AEP storm is approximately 82m3/s greater than the 
undeveloped peak flow rate. In accordance with Council’s requirements this flow will be detained 
within the site to curtail the peak so that it does not exceed the undeveloped flow rate of 10m3/s. 

2.3.2 Pipe Network 

A network of concrete pipes will be used to collect the stormwater runoff from the developed 
catchment area including the commercial and residential areas as well as from the roadways and 
other impervious surfaces. Following collection, the pipe network will discharge at intermittent 
locations into a network of Salt Water Lakes and major linear drainage reserves as shown in Figure 
2-3. 
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Figure 2-3: Proposed Lake and Lineal Open Drainage System 

2.3.3 Linear Drainage Reserves 

Linear drainage reserves will be placed within the Masterplan to convey the peak stormwater flows 
through the site to the Salt Water Lake system to provide stormwater quality treatment and parts of the 
site will drain through the southern detention basin to the Thompson Outfall Channel. These drains are 
positioned within the site to take advantage of the natural slope of the land.  

The preliminary sizing of these drainage reserves was on the basis that it becomes more practical and 
cost effective to capture and pass 1%AEP flows within open channels, when these flows begin to 
exceed the capacity of the combined street and drainage system.  This is considered to be when flows 
reach levels of the order of approximately 5m3/s. From calculations it has been estimated that a 
catchment area of approximately 50 hectares would be required to produce this magnitude of peak 
flow in a 100 year storm event. Figure 2-3 shows the proposed locations of the drainage reserves and 
Salt Water Lakes. 

The concept design for the linear channels includes a low flow channel that will accommodate up to a 
100% AEP flow and an upper portion that will accommodate a 1%AEP peak flow. The low flow 
channel aims to collect minor flows and minimise scour across the base of the channel, and will 
confine the low flows to provide for better water quality treatment. 

Lineal drainage channels 

Gawler River 

Wetlands 
Salt Water Lakes 

Vegetated Swales 

Detention 
Basin 
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The assumptions that were made in the design process include the following: 

LAND USE MANNING’S N VALUE 

Salt Water Lakes 0.03 

Park reserve 0.04 

Open space/channel 0.03 

Water surface/wetland 0.05 

Lots 0.30 

Roads 0.02 

The channel sizes presented are indicative sizes only. The channels will need to be individually 
designed during the detailed design process when the catchment area contributing to each drain can 
be more confidently determined, however it is considered that the extent of the network as shown will 
be required due to the size of the proposal. The network of drainage channels also provide for flood 
protection from the Gawler River, which will be discussed further in Section 5. 

Due to the length and depth of the proposed drainage channels a significant amount of excavation will 
need to be undertaken and therefore a significant amount of excavated material will be produced. This 
excavated material will be used within the site to fill lower areas of the site, to provide shape for road 
drainage on the flatter areas of the site and also to provide flood protection.  

2.3.4 Detention Basins 

The pre-development peak flow rate was calculated to be approximately 10m3/s, whereas the post-
development peak 1%AEP flow rate was found to be 92m3/s based on the allowance for Climate 
Change. The proposed detention basin will be located in the south western corner of the site and will 
reduce the peak flows from the site to a maximum of 1.5 m3/s which is significantly lower than the pre-
development flows of 10m3/s. This is primarily due to the significant size of the proposed saltwater 
lake system which provides for significant stormwater attenuation. 

This location for the southern detention basin was chosen for the following reasons: 
• Lowest point on the site 
• Low possibility of encountering acid sulphate soils (see ASS report) 
• Limited development potential of this area as the site elevations are low 

Detained outflows from the saltwater lake system are also passed through the large southern 
detention basin providing double attenuation to the majority of the site. 

Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5 summarise the Peak Flood Depths and Peak Flood Levels (AHD) for the 1% 
AEP event. 
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Figure 2-4: Peak 1%AEP Flood Depths 
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Figure 2-5: Peak 1%AEP Flood Levels in AHD 

A copy of the detailed Flood Modelling Report is provided in Appendix E. 
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3 WATER QUALITY  
3.1 Introduction 

A Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) approach will be adopted at both a Masterplan and a 
detailed design level. The basis of the WSUD for the proposal as a whole has been set in the 
stormwater management system designed for the Masterplan. In terms of stormwater management, 
this places an emphasis on stormwater treatment, peak flow mitigation, harvesting and reuse, while 
also ensuring that such practices adopt the multi-objective approach to stormwater management.  

The multi-objective approach includes features such as: 
• Detain and slow the conveyance of stormwater through the site 
• Use vegetation and landscaping to filter and treat stormwater (primarily in the extensive open 

channel network) 
• Integrate the stormwater management into the landscaping 
• Water efficient landscaping and the use of local indigenous vegetation species 
• Protection of the water related environments and their associated values 
• Protection and enhancement of recreational, social, and cultural values 
• Improved biodiversity, ecological and habitat outcomes 
• Community education and demonstration 

Overall, the proposal will incorporate the following stormwater management features: 
• Capture and treatment of stormwater runoff at the allotment level, and at the site level 
• Treatment of stormwater via wetlands, and vegetated swales in open lineal channels 
• Management of the major storm events up to the 1%AEP as discussed in Section 2 

This report will focus on the areas of WSUD required at the macro Masterplan level, noting the 
intention is also to include WSUD features throughout the proposal at the detailed precinct level. 

Some examples of typical WSUD features that might be incorporated throughout the proposal are 
shown in the following images. 

      
Rain Garden/Bio-Filtration Bed Biofiltration Systems 
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Infiltration/Wetland Pond    Vegetated Swale 

Pre-development stormwater runoff from the site was not treated prior to discharging via the 
Thompson Outfall Channel.   

The stormwater runoff from Riverlea Park will need to be treated to achieve the South Australian 
Environmental Protection Authority (SAEPA) – Environment Protection (Water Quality) Policy 2015, 
guidelines, on the basis the water will either be discharged to the marine environment or to the aquifer 
for storage. 

It is recognised by the Institute of Engineers Australia (refer Reference 6) that treatment of up to a 1 in 
3 month storm event, is equivalent to treatment of 93% of the annual runoff. It is not considered 
practical to capture and treat water for events greater than a 100%AEP. For water quality treatment, a 
design treatment event between a 333%AEP and a 100%AEP event is normally adopted. 

A MUSIC (Model for Urban Stormwater Improvement Conceptualisation) model was established to 
assist in developing the proposed water quality treatment strategy to achieve the SA EPA Water 
Quality Policy Guidelines. 

3.2 Objectives and Water Quality Criteria 

The objective of this stormwater quality assessment is to evaluate the treatment performance of the 
proposed/revised systems within Riverlea estate against the required standards at a master plan level. 

The proposed stormwater treatment system was designed to treat the runoff in accordance with the 
standards as defined by: 
• The South Australian EPA water quality policy WSUD targets. 
• WSUD pollutant reduction targets as defined in the WSUD Guidelines for the Greater Adelaide 

Region (2013). 

The pollutant treatment performance targets as specified in the above guidelines are: 
• 80% retention of typical annual urban load of suspended solids (TSS) 
• 60% retention of typical annual urban load of total phosphorus (TP) 
• 45% retention of typical annual urban load of total nitrogen (TN) 
• 90% reduction of gross pollutants of typical urban load (GP) 

In addition to the above targets for the site as a whole, it was also aimed to achieve the treatment 
performance targets before discharging into the Salt Water Lakes (SWL). The basis of this is that the 
SWLs can be negatively impacted by the poor quality stormwater inflows from local catchments as 
described by BMT (2021) in Riverlea Concept Stormwater Quality Management Plan. 
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Figure 3-1: Proposed Riverlea Master Plan (December 2022) Showing Extensive Open Channel 
Network and Wetlands 

3.3 Stormwater Treatment Strategy 

In order to determine the level of water treatment required to meet the SA EPA guidelines a 
preliminary treatment strategy was prepared. The strategy employs the use of large lineal treatment 
swales and wetlands to promote natural water treatment processes to occur as the flows move 
through the catchment area.   

A MUSIC model was setup to evaluate the effectiveness of these treatment strategies. 

It can be seen in the stormwater layout that gross pollutant traps, swales and 2 wetlands are proposed 
to treat the stormwater prior to its reuse, or discharge.  

3.3.1 Water Quality Criteria 

There are a number of guidelines and standards that can be used to assess the outcomes of a water 
quality strategy.  

  

Gawler River 

Salt Water Lakes 

Vegetated Open 
Channels 

Wetlands 

Detention Basin 
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The proposed stormwater treatment system is assessed to treat the runoff in accordance with the 
standards as defined by: 
• The South Australian EPA water quality policy WSUD targets. 
• WSUD pollutant reduction targets as defined in the WSUD Guidelines for the Greater Adelaide 

Region (2013). 

The pollutant treatment performance targets as specified in the above guidelines are: 
• 80% retention of typical annual urban load of suspended solids (TSS) 
• 60% retention of typical annual urban load of total phosphorus (TP) 
• 45% retention of typical annual urban load of total nitrogen (TN) 
• 90% reduction of gross pollutants of typical urban load (GP) 

The stormwater treatment strategy also adopts the principles of the Australian and New Zealand 
Environment and Conservation Council (ANZECC) water quality guidelines as a framework. This 
relates to providing a sound approach that facilitates an environmental duty to prevent or minimise 
harm to the downstream environment though a treatment train approach. 

3.3.2 MUSIC Modelling 

A MUSIC model was prepared for the strategy in accordance with the South Australian MUSIC 
Guidelines (2021) This includes all modelling parameters, model setup and approach top modelling 
comply with the Guidelines (2021). This is consistent with the Stormwater Quality Modelling Technical 
note (2022) provided in Appendix F. The model is available for Auditing by Authorise upon request.   

MUSIC is a software model which predicts the performance of stormwater quality improvement 
systems by simulating the quantity and quality of runoff produced by catchments and assessing the 
effectiveness of downstream treatment points to reduce pollutant loads. The treatment systems 
adopted in this strategy include:  
• Gross Pollutant Traps (GPT’s)/Trash racks 
• Swales 
• Wetlands 
• Ponds 

There are a number of pollutants which can be present in stormwater runoff. Within the MUSIC model 
only the following are analysed: 
• Total Nitrogen 
• Total Phosphorus 
• Total Suspended Solids 
• Gross pollutants 

Other pollutants are expected to be present in the runoff prior to treatment, it is known however that 
fine particulate pollutants attach themselves to other particulate pollutants such as Total Phosphorus 
(TP) and Suspended Solids (SS). MUSIC therefore assumes that by targeting pollutants such as TP 
and SS it will also be treating other pollutants. 

Figure 3-3 shows how the stormwater strategy has been arranged within the MUSIC model. It can be 
seen that each sub-catchment is connected to a GPT/Trash rack and a swale prior to entering either a 
wetland or a capture basin.  

This layout is not a true representation of how the system will operate, but was an altered version 
constructed to suit the capacity of the modelling program. 

Figure 3-2 also shows the Treatment Catchments for the development. 
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Figure 3-2: MUSIC Model Catchment Plan and WSUD Assets Locations 

 

Figure 3-3 shows the MUSIC Model Schematic and Table 3-1 shows the Water Quality Results. These 
results are reported prior to discharge into the Saltwater Lakes. Therefore, the strategy has adopted 
the Saltwater Lakes as being the receiving environment. 

 

Table 3-1: Water Quality Results Compared to Best Practice Standards 

POLLUTANT TYPE TSS TP TN GROSS POLLUTANTS/LITTER 

Target percentage reduction (%) 80 60 45 >50 mm and retention in 3-month 
ARI 

Reduction achieved at SWL1 (%) 95.9 73.9 57.4 100% trapped (averaged over the 
simulated period) 

Reduction achieved at SWL2 (%) 96.1 70.5 57.4 100% trapped (averaged over the 
simulated period) 

Reduction achieved at SWL3 (%) 96.8 83.2 66.0 100% trapped (averaged over the 
simulated period) 

Reduction achieved at Northern Outlet 
(%) 100 100 100 93.4% trapped (averaged over the 

simulated period) 
Reduction achieved at Southern Outlet 

(%) 97.2 86.8 69.7 100% trapped (averaged over the 
simulated period) 

Reduction achieved at Site Overall (%) 97.3 85.4 70.9 99.2% trapped (averaged over the 
simulated period) 
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Figure 3-3: MUSIC Model Schematic 

3.4 Water Quality Summary 

This Master Plan level assessment of the stormwater treatment strategy for Riverlea Park indicates 
that stormwater quality discharging from the estate (to the Salt Water Lakes) will meet the treatment 
performance targets as defined in EPA WSUD treatment targets and the Greater Adelaide Region’s 
WSUD pollutant reduction targets. The Strategy has adopted the ANZEC framework with regards to 
the adoption of a treatment train approach that minimise risk or harm to the receiving waters. 
Furthermore, the reported treatment targets a based on the point of discharge into the Salt Water 
Lakes and therefore ensure that stormwater do not impact the water quality within the lakes. 

A more detailed Stormwater Quality Modelling Report is provided in Appendix F 
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3.5 Aquifer Storage and Recovery Potential 

The Aquifer Storage and Recovery Potential at Riverlea Park has been assessed by REM in their 
report Aquifer Storage and Recovery Potential for Riverlea Park, (Reference 7). REM has advised the 
T2 aquifer has the potential to accept up to 50ML/a of water without pressurising the aquifer. 
Pressuring the aquifer would potentially result in increased storage potential, however, it would 
significantly impact on all existing bores connected to the T2 aquifer, requiring the bore heads to be 
sealed, and pumps changed to suit the new aquifer pressure. 

There are a currently 287 recorded local bores that could be affected by pressurising the aquifer and it 
is therefore concluded planning should exclude this option. 

For the purposes of assessing the ASR potential of the site, it has been assumed a maximum of 
50ML/a of treated water can be discharged to the local T2 aquifer, compared to the potential to 
capture up to 2000ML/a of annual runoff. 

The ASR potential is therefore very limited in terms of its ability to be a reliable source of secondary 
water supply, unless above ground storages with floating covers are considered which have proven to 
be very costly and would add significantly to the cost of water. SA Water advised that sufficient 
recycled water will be made available from Bolivar for the recycled water supply for the entire 
proposal. On this basis it is likely that the 50ML/a of ASR potential will be used to provide recycled 
water for irrigation of some parks, and to top up wetland water bodies. 

For the provision of irrigation water to the development, SA Water have advised that connection to the 
NAIS scheme can be provided which will allow for a relatively cheap source of irrigation water. ASR is 
no longer being considered for the development. 
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4 FLOOD PROTECTION FROM GAWLER 
RIVER 

4.1 Introduction 

The Riverlea Park site is currently subject to flooding during a 5%AEP event via a breakout from the 
Gawler River. Refer to the Floodplain Mapping for the Gawler River – Technical Report 2008, 
prepared by Water Technology and Australian Water Environments (Reference 1). Appendix B 
contains the Gawler River Flood Plain Maps. 

The lower reaches of the Gawler River through Virginia and Riverlea Park is an example of a ‘perched’ 
river, as its banks are higher than the surrounding floodplain. When water breaks the banks of the 
Gawler River in these areas, water flows away from the Gawler River as opposed to being contained 
in a low lying floodplain. There are a number of breakouts that enter the site as shown in Figure 4-1. 

 
Figure 4-1: Extract from 1%AEP Floodplain Map from AWE/Water Technologies Floodplain 
Report 

The flows are relatively shallow in nature and in terms of Flood Hazard as defined by the Australian 
Government SCARM 2000, Floodplain Management in Australia, Best Management Practices and 
Principles, the flood hazards are primarily in the low to medium category as they are relatively shallow 
and the flow velocities are low. 
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The largest breakout from the Gawler River approaches the site from the east via Port Wakefield 
Highway and in the 100 year ARI event, is in excess of 100m3/s. The other breakouts are relatively 
minor, however, they do pose some risk to the site and need to be managed. Figure 4-2 shows in 
greater detail the predicted extent of flooding within the site in the 100 year ARI event. 

 
Figure 4-2: 1%AEP Gawler River Floodplain as it Relates to the Riverlea Park Site 

4.2 Flood Management Strategy 

The flood management strategy proposed for the site involves of a series of flood channels. 

The use of levees was initially trialed, particularly against the banks of the Gawler River, however, it 
was found that introducing levees to control breakouts often forced breakouts in other areas. Similarly, 
the introduction of a levee system often diverts flood flows to other areas, potentially adversely 
impacting adjoining properties. 

It should be noted that pre-development when the 1%AEP breakout flows leave the southwestern 
boundary of the site, they overtop the Thompson Outfall Channel into the Cheetham salt crystallisation 
pans, and into the Bolivar Outfall channel.  
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As this would occur in a 1%AEP flood event, and to alter this situation would require significant works 
outside of the site boundaries, the flood mitigation strategy allows this to continue to occur in the future 
as it would do now, and provides protective works within the site. 

The proposed major drainage channel system proposed for Riverlea Park is shown in Figure 4-3. The 
system consists of a number of major drains through the site to capture the breakout flows from the 
Gawler River. It should be noted that a flood event that would produce a breakout in the Gawler River 
is a long duration storm event, peaking after some 20 to 30 hours. Refer Hydrological Study of the 
Gawler River Catchment (Reference 2). 

The critical storm durations for the internal drainage system are of the order of 30 to 60 minutes. 
Therefore, the drainage system within Riverlea Park would not need to accommodate a coincident 
peak flood event from the Gawler River and from within the site, hence, significant sections of the 
proposed major drainage system have been designed to provide a dual purpose. 

The drains are relatively flat, particularly the main capture drain which is as flat as 0.05% in some 
areas.  The drains have been kept relatively shallow, up to a maximum of 2.0m, to keep the invert as 
high as possible to keep the risk of groundwater intrusion to a minimum. 

 
Figure 4-3: Proposed Riverlea Park Major Regional Drainage Channel Network 

The major drainage system is the large open channel networked depicted in Figure 4-3. 
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4.3 Modelling 

The modelling of the flood performance from breakouts from the Gawler River has been undertaken 
by Water Technologies as the consultants for the Gawler River Floodplain Mapping Project. 

The modelling has been undertaken using the two dimensional floodplain model MIKE 21, using the 
modelling assumptions adopted and agreed for that study. 

A series of trials have been carried out which have led to the preferred solution for the proposal. 

4.4 Results 

Figure 4-4 presents the results of a 1%AEP event on the Gawler River. 

 
Figure 4-4: 100 Year ARI Event in Gawler River with Proposed Flood Protection Channels 

The modelling shows that the proposed open channel system has the capacity to capture and pass 
the 1%AEP event Gawler River breakouts through the site, the exception is the proposed District 
Centre and Mixed Use precinct adjacent Port Wakefield Highway which has been highlighted in Figure 
4.4. 

4.5 Impacts of blockage in the Gawler River 

The potential for a blockage to occur on the Gawler River, and the resulting impacts this would have 
on flooding in Riverlea Park has been considered. 
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In the 2005 flood event in the Gawler River, a fallen tree contributed significantly to the flooding, 
primarily by causing a break in a levee on the banks of the River (Personal Communication with AWE, 
November 2008). 

Consideration included the potential flood impacts of an obstruction in the Gawler River, between Port 
Wakefield Highway and the site’s western boundary. A channel blockage factor of 25% was 
considered a reasonable upper limit. A 25% blockage was trialed at a number of locations, however, 
no additional breakouts were predicted, as the section of Gawler River downstream of Port Wakefield 
Highway has greater capacity than sections upstream, and water will break the banks of the Gawler 
River at locations indicated in AWE mapping, resulting in flows less than the capacity of the Gawler 
River in the channel downstream of Port Wakefield Highway. 

Figure 4.7 and 4.8 show the predicted 100 year ARI floodplain in Riverlea Park created by placing 
25% blockages at two locations on the Gawler River, downstream of Port Wakefield Highway. 

 
Figure 4-5: 100 Year ARI Floodplain with a 25 Percent Blockage of Gawler River at Location 1 
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Figure 4-6: 100 Year ARI Floodplain with a 25 Percent Blockage of Gawler River at Location 2 

The modelling indicates that the risk of a blockage occurring in the Gawler River downstream of Port 
Wakefield Highway has little to no impact on an increase in flood risk in the 100 year ARI event. 

A more detailed flood assessment report by Water Technologies is included in Appendix B. 
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5 WASTE WATER 
5.1 Introduction 

Pre-development within the Riverlea Park area there was no formal system for the collection and 
disposal of waste water.  

New waste water infrastructure will therefore be required to serve the proposal. 

SA Water have advised (Reference 9) that a new rising main will be required from the site to deliver 
sewage directly to the Bolivar Wastewater Treatment Plant, located approximately 14km south of the 
site. 

In order to determine the most efficient method of waste water collection system for this proposal the 
following network types were considered: 
• Vacuum 
• Pressure 
• Gravity 
• Septic Tank Effluent Disposal System (STEDS) 
• Full Sewer 

These four sewerage schemes were assessed based on their cost effectiveness, and the suitability of 
their design characteristics for the environmental conditions on site. 

The environmental conditions within the Riverlea Park site that could significantly impact on the 
suitability of the use of a particular sewerage system include the following: 
• High ground water level 
• Highly saline ground water 
• Acid sulphate soils 

Based on the preliminary costing and the expected site environmental conditions a vacuum system 
was recommended for the Riverlea Park proposal see the Network Options Report (W&G, August 
2008) in Appendix C. 

5.2 Environmental Conditions 

Site specific environmental conditions are instrumental in determining the suitability of a sewer 
system. The selection of an environmentally suitable sewer system could significantly reduce the risk 
of cost escalations during construction, reduce ongoing running costs and increase constructability. 

5.2.1 High Ground Water 

The majority of the site has a depth to water table of less than 3 metres. To minimise the length of 
drain constructed below the groundwater table the maximum drain depth was set to 3 metres. In order 
to keep the pipes as shallow as possible pump stations would need to be installed at regular intervals.  

From analysis it was determined for a gravity system approximately 35 pump stations would be 
required to keep the pipe invert level within 3 metres of the surface level. Even with this large number 
of pump stations, as much as 75% of the gravity drains would still be installed within the ground water 
zone, this is prior to considering the impacts of long term sea level rise on groundwater levels. Figure 
5-1 shows a depth to water table plan for the site highlighting all areas where the groundwater is less 
than 3m below the surface. This map is based on recent site mapping undertaken by REM. 
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Figure 5-1: Depth to Groundwater within 3m of Existing Surface Level 

It should be noted that seasonal fluctuations of up to 1 metre could be experienced based on the 
advice from the REM report (Reference 10). This could see as much as 95% of the gravity drain being 
below the standing groundwater level. 

Constructing a gravity system within the ground water table could potentially result in water infiltration 
at manholes, pump stations and any breaks or cracks in the pipe work. STED systems also have 
potential for ground water ingress at septic tanks. 

The drains for a vacuum system are generally installed between a depth of 1.2m and 1.5m. It is 
estimated that for a vacuum system only 10% of vacuum drains would be installed within the water 
table. 

Figure 5-2 indicates the area of the site that the depth to ground water is less than 1.5m 
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Figure 5-2: Depth to Groundwater within 1.5m of Existing Surface Level 

It should be noted some of the areas within the proposed urban areas shown here as being within 1.5 
of groundwater, will be filled to provide for adequate protection from long term sea level rise. 

5.2.2 Salinity 

Ingress of saline ground water into the waste water pipe network could cause the salinity of the waste 
water to increase and highly saline waste water can impact on the effectiveness of the operation of the 
WWTP at Bolivar. Increased salinity could also impact on the potential number of reuse applications 
for the treated effluent. 

The ground water within the Riverlea Park site is expected to have salinity in the order of 1000ppm to 
5000ppm (TDS). 

The salinity of typical treated waste water schemes in South Australia is between 800ppm and 
1000ppm (TDS). This would mean relatively small volumes of ingress could significantly impact on 
producing treated waste water of an acceptable salinity level. 

The Riverlea Park proposal places a high priority on the potential to reuse the treated waste water, 
therefore the potential for ingress of saline groundwater into the waste water management system was 
a significant factor in selecting the most appropriate method of waste water management. 
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5.2.3 Acid Sulphate Soils 

It has been confirmed by Golders Associates (Reference 5) that sections of the Riverlea Park site 
have the potential to encounter acid sulphate soils below the ground water level (see Figure 5-3 for 
potential acid sulphate soil locations) 

If Acid Sulphate Soils (ASS) are encountered within trenches, the soil will need to be treated prior to 
the installation of any infrastructure, therefore causing construction costs to increase. 

Precautions will need to be taken to prevent ingress of leachate from ASS getting into the trenches 
and being transported around the site. Both vacuum and pressure systems will minimise leachate 
ingress due to the relatively shallow depth of drains. Gravity drains also drain for long distances at a 
constant downward grade which facilitates the transport of leachate (if encountered). Both the vacuum 
and pressure sewerage drains are not required to constantly grade downward, this in itself would 
minimise the spread of ASS leachate should it be encountered. 

 
Figure 5-3: Potential Acid Sulphate Soil Locations 
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5.3 Recommended Waste Water Management System 

From WGA’s analysis in Appendix C it was determined that the most suitable form of communal waste 
management system for Riverlea Park is a vacuum system.  

The reasons for recommending this option include: 
• Lower estimated capital cost and all of life costs 
• Reduced potential impacts of salinity on the reuse applications 
• Lesser impact of peak wet weather flows on the WWTP and pump stations 
• Lesser potential for long term ground water ingress 
• Reduced risk of system failure due to groundwater ingress 
• Lower pumping costs associated with limited groundwater ingress 
• Approximately 75% of drains in a gravity system would be installed below the current ground 

water levels, even with the installation of 35 pumping stations 

5.4 Methods for Disposal of Waste Water 

In order to determine the most feasible method for treating and disposing of Riverlea Park’s waste 
water a number of scenarios were considered.  

The main scenarios that were considered are shown in the table below: 

SCENARIO INTERIM ULTIMATE 

1 Onsite WWTP with 5000 Person capacity 450mm pipe to pump waste water to 
Bolivar WWTP 

2 225mm pipe to pump waste water to 
Bolivar WWTP 

450mm pipe to pump waste water to 
Bolivar WWTP 

3 150mm pipe to pump waste water to 
Bolivar WWTP 

450mm pipe to pump waste water to 
Bolivar WWTP 

4 33,000 person capacity onsite WWTP 

The above scenarios include opportunities for the disposal method to be staged in order to cater for: 
• Initial capital cost reduction 
• Waste water flow production 

The treatment of effluent in an onsite WWTP has been considered and discounted for the following 
reasons: 
• Buffer areas around the Plant will require a large area within the site, which may be more 

efficiently used for urban purposes. 
• There are environmental constraints associated with areas that do not have urban potential, 

which preclude a WWTP. For example, significant flora, high ground water and potential acid 
sulphate soils. 

• A new facility may be more costly to construct than augmentation at an existing WWTP facility. 

The preferred method for disposal of the effluent generated by the completed Riverlea Park proposal 
is pumping the effluent via a rising main to the Bolivar WWTP.  

The Bolivar WWTP is located approximately 14 kilometres south of the Riverlea Park site. This 
represents a considerable pumping distance and will result in large friction losses and potentially long 
travel times. 

Refer to Appendix D, for a summary of the proposed pumping and rising main staging options for the 
development. There are 5 Vacuum Pump Stations proposed and a series of Booster Pump Stations 
and Rising Mains to take wastewater to the Bolivar WWTP. 
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6 WATER SUPPLY 
6.1 Introduction 

There is a limited amount of SA Water infrastructure in the area. 

Upon completion, the Riverlea Park proposal will comprise approximately 12,000 allotments. A 
proposal of this scale will create a large demand for potable water in a previously undeveloped area.  

In order to provide a reliable source of potable water, major infrastructure works will be required. SA 
Water outlined a number of potential potable water supply options can be considered for the proposal 
(see Appendix D). These options include potential for short term water supply from existing 
infrastructure during the initial stages of construction and occupation. This will reduce initial capital 
costs and will also potentially provide the site with a long term backup potable water source.  

Water restrictions, and the ever increasing need to conserve water resources, have made recycled 
water use for applications that do not require drinking quality water a necessity. Recycled water is 
sourced from waste water treatment systems and stormwater runoff, and is increasingly being used for 
non potable applications within industry and also in new residential communities. With SA Water 
having recently completed the NAIS scheme, which now passes by the development in Port Wakefield 
Highway, Walker Corporation are negotiating with SA Water to bring the NAIS water into the site for 
the purposes of irrigation water only. 

Appendix D contains SA Water’s assessment of the water supply options, available to the Riverlea 
Park proposal, which involve a number of significant pipe upgrades outside of the site, that will need to 
be funded and constructed over a number of budget periods. 

6.2 Recycled Water Supply 

To ensure potable water supply sustainability, the use of recycled water for all applications which do 
not require drinking water quality water is becoming more and more common in residential, industrial 
and commercial projects.  

Typically, the incentive for consumers to use recycled water is its cost. Recycled water is cheaper than 
potable water as it commonly does not require the same high level of treatment that potable water 
does.  

Recycled water can be used for most applications where humans do not have direct contact with the 
water, such as: 
• Toilet flushing 
• Garden watering 
• Car washing 
• Irrigation 

Using recycled water for the above applications would significantly reduce the use of potable water.  

6.2.1 Recycled Water Sources 

Sources of recycled water available to the Riverlea Park proposal include: 
• Treated waste water delivered from the Bolivar Waste Water Treatment Plant via the Western 

Reticulation Systems Virginia (WRSV) pipeline or a new pipeline direct from the Bolivar WWTP. 
• Treated waste water delivered from the Bolivar Waste Water Treatment Plant via the Northern 

Adelaide Irrigation (NAIS) pipeline. 
• Stormwater runoff  

Walker Corporation are negotiating with SA Water to provide irrigation water to the site via the NAIS 
scheme. 
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7 SEA LEVEL RISE AND MINIMUM SITE 
LEVELS 

7.1 Coastal Protection Board 

The current figures advised the required minimum Site Level (SL) and Finished Floor Level (FFL) to 
prevent coastal flooding for design to 2050 and 2100, as outlined in Table 7-1. 

Table 7-1: Minimum Site Levels (Coastal Protection Board SA, 2008) 

 2050 2100 

Minimum SL (m AHD) 3.30m AHD 3.30m AHD+0.7m 
= 4.0m AHD 

Minimum FFL m AHD) 3.55m AHD 3.55m AHD+0.7m 
= 4.25m AHD 

Figure 7-1 shows the extent of existing land within the site that is less than the recommended Coastal 
Protection Board 2100 site level of 4.0m AHD. 

Areas within the proposed residential and commercial zones identified on the Masterplan that have a 
ground level below 4.0m AHD will be filled to achieve this minimum requirement. Further fill above this 
level will be required on site in order to create fall on the land and to achieve drainage and minimum 
road grades. 

Although the proposal is located several kilometres from the Gulf St Vincent, the site is linked to the 
Gulf via the Thompson Outfall Channel and would therefore be subject to tidal surge.  

7.2 Recommendation 

The recommended minimum site level is therefore 4.0m AHD with minimum floor levels of 4.25m AHD. 
It should be noted however, that due to the need to create falls across the site to drain the road 
system that the majority of properties will have site levels well in excess of the recommended 
minimum level. 
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Figure 7-1: Extent of Existing Site Less Than 4.0m AHD 

. 
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8 SUMMARY 
The following is a brief summary of the outcomes of this study. 

8.1 Stormwater Management 

• A Water Sensitive Urban Design approach will be applied across the entire site and is 
incorporated in the Masterplan. 

• At least two significant wetlands will be developed on the higher sections of the site. 
• Shallow groundwater levels confine the construction of wetland and water bodies to the higher 

areas of the site. 
• A series of lineal stormwater management corridors will be constructed to manage minor 

stormwater flow water quality treatment and for the passage of major flows from the site prior to 
the proposed Salt Water Lake systems or the open channel drainage network. These are 
incorporated in the Masterplan. 

• A series of major channels will also act as capture channels to intercept flood water ‘breakouts’ 
from the Gawler River and provide protection for the 1%AEP flood. These are incorporated in 
the Masterplan. 

• Site level collection of stormwater for reuse will be adopted where practical. 
• An on site detention above the Salt Water Lakes, and at the southern most portion of the site 

are proposed to control post development flows to less than predevelopment levels. 
• ASR potential on the site is limited to 50ML/a which is significantly less than the estimated 

annual runoff. ASR is no longer being consider for the site. 

8.2 Wastewater 

• A vacuum sewer scheme is proposed to accommodate the shallow groundwater levels across 
the site which will include approximately 5 vacuum pump stations. 

• All wastewater will be pumped to the Bolivar Wastewater Treatment Plant. 
• An interim series of rising mains and pump stations with boosters will be developed to deliver 

wastewater to Bolivar in a staged manner  
• The ultimate rising main to Bolivar is likely to 2 x 300mm rising mains. 

8.3 Potable Water 

• Potable water supply to the site will come from the Little Para Water Treatment Plant. 
• Short term options have been proposed by SA Water that can supply up to 1100 services. 
• The ultimate scheme will require a new supply main from the Little Para system that is based on 

a number of pipeline upgrades and extensions. 
• Walker is working with SA Water to ensure short, medium and long-term portable water 

solutions are in place as each stage is progressed.  

8.4 Recycled Water 

• A third pipe system will be provided throughout the site for irrigation purposes only through the 
NAIS scheme developed by SA Water. 
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9 GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
AHD = Above height datum 

AMC = Antecedent moisture content 

ARI = Average recurrence interval 

ASS = Acid sulphate soil 

EL = Elevation level 

FFL= Finished floor level 

GL = Giga litres 

GPT = Gross pollutant trap 

GRC = Glass reinforced concrete 

HEC-RAS = Hydrologic Engineering Centre river analysis system 

LGA = Local government association 

MHWS = Mean high water springs 

ML = Mega litre 

ML/a = Megalitres per annum 

MUSIC = Model for urban stormwater improvement conceptualisation 

PASS = Potential acid sulphate soil 

ppm = Parts per million 

PRV = Pressure release valve 

RO = Reverse osmosis 

SCADA = Supervisory control and data acquisition 

SL = Surface level 

STED = Septic tank effluent disposal 

TDS = Total dissolved solids 

TP = Total phosphorus 

TSS = Total suspended solids 

WRSV = Western reticulation scheme Virginia 

WTP = Water treatment plant 

WWTP = Waste water treatment plant 
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APPENDIX A  
EIS GUIDELINES 

 

 
  



 

 

3.1.1 Determine the flood potential for the area, including flood plain mapping for a 1 in 100year ARI 
storm, as a result of the restriction of the floodplain in the vicinity of the proposed development and 
taking into account the construction of a dam on the North Para River. 

Section 4 

3.1.2 Outline the requirements for the likely location of water, sewerage, stormwater management 
infrastructure. 

Section 2, 4, 5, 6 

3.1.3 Describe the approach to water sustainability, including ways in which mains water supply use 
can be minimised or supplemented and opportunities for reducing and recycling water, particularly 
stormwater and waste water from the Virginia Pipeline through Water Sensitive Urban Design 
(WSUD). 

Section 6 

3.1.4 Identify opportunities for the reuse of grey water. 

Section 6 

3.1.5 Detail measures to minimise impacts and to protect the Gawler River and coastal 
environments during both the construction phase and on an ongoing basis. 

Section 2 

3.1.6 Identify the impact of possible erosion, subsidence or inundation as a result of flooding arising 
from construction on this low lying part of the coast. 

Section 1.2 

3.1.7 Describe the connection to water supply for the proposed development, the required 
upgrading or provision of pipelines and the implications for water sources, include information on the 
quantity of potable water required. 

Section 6 

3.1.8 Describe the proposed method of dealing with wastewaters. 

Section 5 and 6 

3.1.9 Describe measures to protect, maintain and monitor suitable water quality in waterways. 

Section 3 

4.2.11 Outline measures to prevent soil, fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides derived from residential 
allotments and open space reserves from entering the waterways. 

Section 3 

4.2.12 Identify the potential effects as a result of stormwater runoff on the St Kilda-Chapman Creek 
and Barker Inlet-St Kilda Aquatic Reserves (nursery areas) ecosystem and fish breeding grounds. 

Section 1.2 and Section 3 

4.2.13 Identify the potential effects of the proposal on the adjacent salt operations (intake water 
quality issues) such as storm water discharge, nutrients management, sewage management, waste 
management, water pollution from littering and illegal dumping, oil and fuel spill management, wash 
down and toxic seepage. 

Section 3 



 

 

4.2.19 Describe the proposal of excavated materials for the proposed waterways. 

Section 2 and 7 

4.2.20 Describe how the proposal will comply with the coastal flooding policy outlined in the 
Development Plan. 

Section 7 

4.2.24 Describe any special engineering requirements for infrastructure due to the expected high 
water table in this area including the costs of developing and maintaining infrastructure for saline and 
acid sulphate soils, seasonal variations in height and groundwater rise due to sea level rise. 

Section 5 and 7 

4.3.5 Describe the requirements of the sea level rise policies in the Development Plan and how 
these would be achieved in undertaking this proposed development. 

Section 7 

4.3.7 Describe any impacts on the neighbouring Port Gawler Conservation Park, adjacent Crown 
land and the Riverlea Park Lake System. 

Section 3 

4.3.8 Outline the potential effects of climate change from a risk management perspective, including 
adaptive management strategies. 

Section 2 and 7 

4.3.31 Describe the likely effects on marine organisms and seagrasses, in the context of runoff from 
the proposed development into the river and out to sea potentially reducing the salinity and increasing 
nutrients, suspended sediments and pollutants, particularly heavy metals. 

4.7.1 Describe the condition and capacity of existing trunk infrastructure and the likely impacts of 
the development on that capacity. 

Section 6 

4.11.6 Describe how the proposal would comply with the requirements under the Environment 
Protection Act, 1993 and the Adelaide Dolphin Sanctuary Act, 2005 and the duty of care under these 
Acts. 

Section 3 
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MEMORANDUM 
To Brent Eddy 

From Alison Miller 

Date 31 October 2022 

Subject Modelling of Riverlea development in the broader Gawler River floodplain model 
 

Riverlea is a proposed housing development at Buckland Park, currently under development by Walker 
Corporation. Water Technology have been engaged at various stages of the project to provide advice on 
riverine flood impacts at the development site and adjacent properties. 

This memo documents the hydraulic modelling undertaken to assess the performance of the proposed division 
of floodwaters from the Gawler River along the western side of the development. Modelling was undertaken in 
the broader Gawler River floodplain model, versions of which are currently being used in the development of 
the Gawler Stormwater Management Plan and for the Enhanced Flood Hazard Mapping project.  

MODEL DETAILS 
The existing conditions model, currently being developed for the Enhanced Flood Hazard Mapping project, 
was adopted as the base case for assessment of the Riverlea development. The model is a coupled MikeFlood 
model, with the river and floodplain represented in 2D (Mike21), linked to 1D representation of culverts 
(Mike11). 

Topography 

The model adopts a flexible mesh representation, which allows higher resolution detail to be incorporated in 
the model where required (e.g. along the river) without dramatically increasing run times. The model adopts 
elevations from the two recently captured LiDAR datasets: 

◼ Middle Beach 50cm LiDAR, captured 26 November 2021 

◼ Adelaide Metro LiDAR, captured 21-31 January 2022.  

The two datasets overlap along the alignment of the Gawler River. Where this has occurred, the 2022 data 
has been used in preference. 

Note that the only difference between the model adopted for this assessment, and that in development for the 
Gawler SMP, is the underlying topography. The Gawler SMP model adopts the 2021 LiDAR, but the 
topography on the south-eastern side of the river alignment is based on a series of earlier topographic datasets. 

The model incorporates 344 dike structures, which have been used to control the level at which water can 
move across various areas. Typically, these are representative of levees, however dikes have also been used 
to incorporate other key features such as road crests, where the element vertex sampling may have missed 
this detail. Crest elevations for each dike have been sampled from the 2021 or 2022 LiDAR.  
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Inflow/outflow boundaries 

Inflow boundaries to the model were retained, and include: 

◼ A hydrograph input for the South Para River at South East of Gawler 

◼ A hydrograph input for the North Para River downstream of Turretfield. 

Note that the hydrology inputs were derived from the XP-RAFTS hydrology model which incorporates the 
Bruce Eastick Dam and the upgraded South Para Dam. Hydrographs to the model were extracted at the spatial 
location of the hydraulic model. This is downstream of the South Para Dam (hence the flood mitigation is 
incorporated in the hydrology) and upstream of the Bruce Eastick Dam (flood mitigation here is incorporated 
in the hydraulic model). 

A sea level of 1.5 mAHD (equivalent to the Highest Astronomical Tide) was applied as a downstream boundary 
along the western and (partial) southern model edges. This has been retained form the original study in 2008 
which assessed tidal data for Port Adelaide and Outer Harbour. 

A second ‘free outflow’ boundary has been incorporated on the southern edge of the model further upstream, 
on the western side of the Northern Expressway. This was to prevent breakouts from the Gawler River from 
artificially ponding at the model edge. In reality, this water is anticipated to flow initially south-west and then 
further west to meet other breakout flows from the Gawler River near Port Wakefield Road. 

Infrastructure 

All major bridges and culverts, of which there are 89, have been incorporated in the 1D domain. These were 
adopted from the previous Light River and Smith Creek models. Where these relate to drainage infrastructure 
for the Northern Expressway, these have been validated against details in the DRAINS model provided by City 
of Playford. 

Where the mesh resolution was coarser than the width of the culvert/bridge outlet, the elevation of the linking 
cell has generally required altering to represent the invert.  

Updates for the current assessment 

The underlying mesh was refined across the area of the Riverlea site, to ensure sufficient resolution to capture 
the proposed development layout of swales. As a result of changes to the mesh, existing conditions have also 
been updated to ensure the same representation of detail. 

The proposed development conditions have been represented by sampling a digital elevation model of the 
proposed conditions, created from the design drawing provided by Walker Corporation 
‘Riverlea_Existing+Sitewide EW_05092022.dwg’.  

Further details of the model schematisation will be made available through the Enhanced Flood Hazard 
Mapping project report for the Gawler River. 

Note that the model is currently undergoing validation, and further refinements will be made. This will include 
re-enforcement of the bank levels on the eastern side of the Gawler River near Windermere. The model version 
adopted here, is appropriate for comparing like-for-like but may not necessarily be representative of actual 
flood levels, depending on the outcome of the validation process. 
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SCENARIOS 
Scenarios analysed for this assessment include: 

◼ Current conditions (referred to as ‘existing’). 

◼ Future development conditions. 

The digital elevation model for the proposed developed conditions can be seen in Figure 1. The proposed 
design includes a concept for diverting breakouts from the Gawler River into a zone along the northern edge 
of the development, conveying floodwaters along the north and western borders to a discharge point at the 
south-western corner. 

 

 
Figure 1 Proposed development surface elevations 

 

RESULTS 
The resulting flood depth for the 1% AEP flood event in the Gawler River for the current and future development 
scenarios is provided in Attachment 1 and 2. The scheme to divert breakouts to the south-western corner 
works as intended, however it demonstrates that the floodwaters are diverted from the location further west 
than intended. 

The developed conditions (Attachment 2) show an extensive area of flooding surrounding the most southern 
basin, near the existing salt pans. While the majority of this area is inundated in existing conditions, refinement 
to the outflow path may need to be considered. 

Differences in 1% AEP flood levels between the two scenarios is shown in Figure 2 (and Attachment 3). The 
results indicate reduced flooding along the western portion of the development (i.e. ‘was wet now dry’), and 
reduced flood levels further west and south of the site. 
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Note that the existing conditions 1% AEP flood extent differs slightly to that provided previously. Output from 
the previously adopted TUFLOW site specific model indicated floodwaters breakout out near the intersection 
with Port Wakefield Road to south of the Gawler River, inundating the existing greenhouses and extending 
south-west across the Riverlea site. This breakout flow is not observed in the updated modelling adopted here 
as the bank heights have been more accurately represented through the adoption of recently captured 2022 
LiDAR. 

 
Figure 2 1% AEP flood depth for current development conditions across site 

 

 

Enclosed: 

Attachment 1 – 1% AEP flood depth, existing conditions 

Attachment 2 – 1% AEP flood depth, proposed development conditions 

Attachment 3 – 1% AEP difference in water surface elevation (developed minus existing) 
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APPENDIX C  
WGA ASSESSMENT OF WASTE 
WATER TREATMENT METHODS 
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APPENDIX D  
SA WATER CONSIDERATION OF 

WATER SUPPLY OPTIONS 
 

 
  



Riverlea Masterplan 
presentation
27th October 2022

SA Water House





Agenda
• Master planning – process and context 
• Water Servicing
• Wastewater Servicing
• Open Space Irrigation Servicing
• Next steps



Master planning Process
• Whole of system review with the purpose of meeting Riverlea requirements
• Completed to show the ultimate servicing solution for the Riverlea (based on 

information to hand)
• Reliant on assumptions

• Growth numbers
• Timing of the growth

• High level and may change over time (20+yrs life of the development)
• Responding to:

‒ Actual growth levels 

‒ Actual development delivery (more/less, commercial, golf course?)

‒ Changes in technology…. The list goes on



Water servicing 



master plan 2022 supply main and
additional demands (compared to FY20/21)



Summary of the augmentation ‘directly’ used by 
Riverlea development (downstream of storage 
tanks)

AUG ODE AUG DN AUG PERIOD AUG REASON LENGTH (m)

19-WMD-1 1000 24-28 DN1000 duplication along Robert Rd (from FP 7617680 to Moloney Rd) to improve 
supply to Virginia and Buckland Park

6459

22-WMD-1 750 24-28 DN750 main duplication in Angle Vale Rd (from Old Pt Wakefield Rd to crossing 
with Baker Rd, Virginia) to improve supply to Buckland Park

1477

19-WMD-4 1200 24-28 DN1200 duplication main along Petherton Rd (from FP7617680 to Main North Rd) 
to supply Virginia and Buckland Park

4119

38-WMD-1 750 28-32 Duplicate 250 PVCM with DN750 along Angle Vale Rd from Old Pt Wakefield Rd in 
Virginia to supply Buckland Park

1651

19-WMD-3 1000 28-32 DN1000 duplication in Robert Rd from 19-WMN-1 in Moloney Rd (Virginia) to 
Gawler Rd to supply Buckland Park

1198

95-WMN-1 525 52-56 New DN525 main in McEvoy Rd (Buckland Park) from end of 21-WMN-1 supplying 
Virginia, along Brooks Rd until new (southern) EL76 PRV for the development

3979

95-WMN-2 dev 525 52-56 New DN525 pipe modelled to simplify the pipes internal to the Buckland Park 
development (i.e. between the northern and southern new EL76 PRVs)

5824
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o
B

A

Supply from the North
CONSTRUCT: 

- approx. 3,440 m of DN750 in parallel to Ex. 250 PVCO/PVCM from the end of the Ex. 450 DICL in Robert Rd at B 
to the development in A

- DN500 (assumed) EL51 PRV

C

D

E

Supply from the South
CONSTRUCT: 

- approx. 4,140 m of DN750 
from the Ex. 450 DICL 
 in Robert Rd at C to D

- approx. 5,315 m of DN750* from D to E
- approx. 4, 000 m (subject to internal development) 

of DN750* from E to A (or District Centre)
- DN500* (assumed) EL51 PRV

Supply from the Centre
CONSTRUCT: 

- approx. 6,210 m of DN750 
from the end of Ex. 450 DICL 

 in Robert Rd at B to F
(Gawler Rd, Park Rd, Carmelo Rd, Buckland Rd)

- approx. 1,350 m (subject to internal development) 
of DN750 from F to A (or District Centre)

- DN500 (assumed) EL51 PRV

F

Supply options into Riverlea under consideration



Assumed layout and distribution main



Sewer servicing 



6 km transfer pumping system from 
Buckland Park to Virginia (in design)

SA Water Network Growth Program – BP-V Augmentation Project 

CONCEPT ONLY – FINAL ALIGNMENTS HAVE 
BEEN SUBJECT TO DETAILED DESIGN PHASE

12 km transfer pumping system from 
Virginia to Bolivar WWTP (in delivery)

DN300/12.5 Km
Pumping Main
Conveyance 

System

DN250
Pumping Main
Conveyance 

System



Vacuum catchment areas

Five (5) Vacuum 
Collection PS 

catchment Area

12,000 house lots
4 Ha Retail

23 Ha District Centre
9.2 Ha Neighbourhood Centre

4x Schools (800 student) 

EXCLUDED:
2x Employment Lands

(Total 115 Ha)



2022 Scheme Layout 



Infrastructure stages 



Infrastructure requirements 

CONVEYANCE INFRASTRUCTURE - STAGE 1

FLOW (L/s) HEAD (mH2O)
VacPS1 VPS1 6505 55* 36* DN250 *Under design 

VPS1 VPS2 6450 92 38 DN300 In construction
VPS2 Ex. Bolivar TM 5235 94 29 DN300 In construction, includes allowance from Defence at St Kilda

CONVEYANCE INFRASTRUCTURE - STAGE 2

FLOW (L/s) HEAD (mH2O)
VacPS1 VPS1 BP PS1 extend by 1165m (from Cnr. McEvoy Rd/Tozer Rd) 55 37 DN250 V irginia PS is now dedicated for V irginia (Buckland Park de-coupled)
VacPS2 BP PS1 1700 45 25 DN200 New
BP PS1 BP PS2 4110 99 33 DN300 New, includes VacPS2 & VacPS3 catchment
BP PS2 BP PS3 5910 154 36 DN375 New
BP PS3 Ex. Bolivar TM 5235 154 35 DN375 New

CONVEYANCE INFRASTRUCTURE - STAGE 3

FLOW (L/s) HEAD (mH2O)
VPS1 VPS2 6450 92 38 DN300 New, duplicated pumping system
VPS2 Ex. Bolivar TM 5235 94 29 DN300 New, duplicated pumping system

VacPS4 BP PS1 1765 68 22 DN250 New
VacPS5 BP PS1 3310 103 32 DN300 New
BP PS1 BP PS2 existing 127 (upgrade) 50 (upgrade) DN300 Upgraded pumping capacity
BP PS1 BP PS2 4110 127 50 DN300 New, duplicated pumping system
BP PS2 BP PS3 5910 154 36 DN375 New, duplicated pumping system
BP PS3 Ex. Bolivar TM 5235 154 35 DN375 New, duplicated pumping system

GRAVITY MAINS (FULL BUILD OUT)

New BP-V  Connection Bolivar WWTP 425 DN900 0.13% High level, PWWF

PUMP DETAILS PUMPING MAIN DIAMETER COMMENTS

FROM TO COMMENTSDIAMETER GRADE

DISTANCE (m)

DISTANCE (m)

PUMPING MAIN DIAMETER COMMENTS

FROM TO PUMP DETAILS PUMPING MAIN DIAMETER COMMENTS

DISTANCE (m)

DISTANCE (m)

PUMP DETAILSFROM TO

FROM TO



Open space landscape 
irrigation servicing 



2022 Scheme Layout 

~150 Ha Open 
Space 

Landscape 
Irrigation



Next steps



Current and forecasted 

• Timing

• Staging

• Dwelling & commercial tenancy construction commencement 

• Dwelling & commercial tenancy completion dates

• Commercial/School forecasting (nature of development, timing meter size 
and connection size)

• Reserves and meter sizing 

• Finished survey information

Information Request from Walker Corp
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1 BACKGROUND 
WGA has been engaged Walker Corporation to assess the ability of the proposed integrated saltwater 
lake and stormwater channels system for the Riverlea Park - Riverlea development to manage a 1% 
AEP flood event. This includes undertaking a flood modelling assessment for the proposed 
development and checking the freeboard for saltwater lakes, detention basin, and channels/drains.  

The Riverlea development is located approximately 32 km north of the Adelaide CBD, in the City of 
Playford, bounded by Gawler River to the north. Figure 1 shows the project site locality. The 
surrounding catchment area is relatively flat and has a gentle slope from east to west. 

 
Figure 1: Project Site Locality 
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The development is proposed to contain three saltwater lakes, several channel networks and a 
detention basin located at the southern side of the development site. Saltwater lakes 2 and 3 are 
connected by an overflow weir and excess water from lake 3 is proposed to be released through a 
750mm diameter gravity pipe to the open channel system.   Salt water will be pumped into the lake 
system from the sea.  Flood water from the development site is collected through the channel system 
and transferred to the detention basin, before discharging flows when required out through a button 
pipe outlet to Thompson’s Outfall Channel 

In 2009 a technical paper was prepared based on an older design for the development site that 
included a flood modelling assessment. This current flood modelling assessment for the site is based 
on the most recent development design which includes three saltwater lakes, channels, and a 
detention basin. 

The saltwater lakes contain saline water and any spills from the channel system may cause potential 
risk to the environment. The operational functional design capacity of the saltwater lakes, detention 
basin and channel system to not spill during a 1% AEP event has been assessed in this report.  

The following information was used in this flood modelling assessment: 
• Riverlea Park proposal, Stormwater management water, wastewater and recycled water, 

technical paper 2009. 
• Riverlea Saltwater Lakes, Second Phase of Preliminary Investigations January 2022. 
• Riverlea Development Flood Assessment Addendum 2022. 
• Design development area drawings. 

For this updated site flood risk assessment Rain on Grid (RoG) 1D/2D TUFLOW modelling has been 
undertaken to simulate the inflow from the catchments and the flood levels in the channels, salt lakes 
and the detention basin. The modelling has been performed for a 1% AEP event. This report explains 
the modelling process and summarises the findings.  
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2 SCOPE  
The key activities undertaken for this report include: 
• Reviewing the design information for the development 
• Developing a flood model based on:  

− Undertaking 1D/2D TUFLOW modelling  
− Using the Rain on Grid (RoG) approach 
− Modelling 1% AEP as the major storm event 
− Simulating a range of rainfall durations and ten temporal patterns per duration 
− Using AR&R 2019 guidelines for the modelling 
− Modelling the proposed development site design surface  
− Using HPC solver for modelling 

• Running the TUFLOW model for the proposed development site 
• Processing the results and extracting median results for temporal patterns and peak results for 

the durations 
• Checking the freeboard for the saltwater lakes, channels/drains, and detention basin 
• Preparing the flood maps and summarising the findings. 

The next sections of the report explain the details and assumptions for the flood modelling and the 
results.  
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3 FLOOD MODELLING 
3.1 Methodology 

A 1D/2D TUFLOW model has been developed in accordance with AR&R 2019 guidelines. The latest 
design surface for the development site has been used. The modelling has been undertaken for 1% 
AEP event.   

The model boundary is shown in Figure 1 and covers about 10.2 km2. The flooding from Gawler River 
was assessed in “Riverlea Development Flood Assessment Addendum - 2002” report prepared by 
Water Technology. In this assessment only the flooding from the development site area was modelled. 
The flooding from Gawler River has not been assessed, therefore its catchment has not been included 
in the model.  

A range of storm durations was selected and for each duration 10 temporal patterns were modelled. 
The median of all 10 temporal patterns for each duration was processed and the maximum of the 
medians were then extracted to form the critical results. This approach ensures only the critical results 
are presented for each modelling cell. The results have been checked for all the modelled durations to 
ensure the peak results have been captured.  

Hydrological data including rainfall and losses has been entered directly into the model using the Rain 
on Grid (RoG) approach, which directly applies rainfall to the modelling area. By using this approach, 
both hydrologic and hydraulic modelling can be simulated together in TUFLOW rather than separately. 

3.2 Digital Elevation Model (DEM) 

The latest development site design DEM has been used. Minor modifications have been undertaken to 
correct identified DEM generated anomalies. 

3.3 Durations and Temporal Patterns 

A wide range of short and long rainfall durations were modelled to ensure peak flood elevations for the 
development site were captured. Durations modelled included 15 min, 30 min, 60 min, 120 min, 180 
min, 360 min, 540 min, 720 min, 1,080 min, 1,440 min, 1,800 min, 2,160 min and 2,880 min. For each 
duration 10 temporal patterns were modelled.  

3.4 Rainfall Data 

Rainfall depths and temporal patterns have been sourced from the AR&R 2019 data hub and the 
Bureau of Meteorology (BOM). The design rainfall inputs adopted, used the coordinates below, which 
is the centroid of the modelling area: 
• Latitude  : -34.663200 
• Longitude : 138.507350 

3.5 Surface Materials and Manning’s n Value 

The development site has several different surfaces and terrains to account for with the flood 
modelling. The surfaces have different loss and roughness coefficients (manning’s n value). To model 
this, the modelling area was classified based on the different land use that will be present with 
completion of the development site. The surface material classification assigned for the site are shown 
in Figure 2. The following surface material categories were used in the model: 
• Saltwater lakes (standing water) 
• Open channel, straight banks, and well-maintained channel 
• Roads 
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• Park reserves, containing light shrub and tree planting and grass lands 
• Lots, block of lands containing high density of impervious area such as roofs, concretes and it 

was assumed 70% of the area was impervious 
• Water surface/ wetland, which covers tall shrubs and average depth of flow 

 The Manning’s n value used for the modelled land uses are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Manning’s n Value 

LAND USE MANNING’S N VALUE 

Saltwater lakes 0.03 

Park reserve 0.04 

Open space/channel 0.03 

Water surface/wetland 0.05 

Lots 0.30 

Roads 0.02 

3.6 Water Loss Estimation  

The initial and continuing loss method has been used for the modelling. The losses have been 
sourced from the AR&R 2019 data hub. The initial and continuing loss adopted was 29 mm and  
4 mm/hr respectively. The initial loss has been adjusted to model the pre-burst rainfall. The pre-burst 
rainfall depths have been deducted from the initial losses. 
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Figure 2: Materials/Land Use Classifications for Losses and Manning’s n Value Assignment 

3.7 Boundary Condition 

The flow boundary conditions have been used for the locations where water flows out from the 
modelling area. HQ (head-discharge curve) type boundaries were modelled with 0.004, 0.003, 0.01 
and 0.38 slopes for four locations. The hydraulic boundary and flow boundary conditions are shown in 
Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: Model Boundary Conditions and Saltwater Lakes 

3.8 Initial Water Level 

For modelling the initial water level of the saltwater lakes and detention basin have been set to that 
which they will be normally maintained. The initial conditions applied were 4.0m AHD for Lakes 1 and 
2, 3.0m AHD for Lake 3, and -0.5m AHD (no water/empty) for detention basin. The locations of the 
saltwater lakes and detention basin where the initial condition has been applied are shown in Figure 3.  

3.9 1D System 

The 1D system modelled for the site included the following water control and transfer elements: 
• A wide weir connecting saltwater lakes 1 and 2 to saltwater lake 3 
• Saltwater lake 3 outlet 
• Detention basin outlet pipe 
• Outlet pipe from the western side from the wetlands 
• Wetlands connection  
• Culverts in the Kapinka Parade, Riverlea BLVD and District Centre-Legoe Road 
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The location of the 1D system in the model is shown in Error! Reference source not found. 

 
Figure 4: 1D System 

3.10 Modelling Results 

The modelling results were processed to extract median results from the temporal patterns and the 
maximum from durations.  The flood depth and level maps for these median results were prepared, 
and are presented in Attachment A. Several cross-sections were prepared to show the peak water 
levels at key locations including the lakes, basin and channels. The locations of the cross sections are 
shown in the Figure 5. The cross sections are provided in Attachment B. 

The critical duration was identified for the key locations. Table 1 shows the critical duration for the 
lakes, channel, and basins. 
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Table 2: Critical Durations  

CATCHMENTS CRITICAL DURATION 

Saltwater lake 1 6 hr 

Saltwater lake 2 6 hr 

Saltwater lake 3 9 hr 

Detention basin 24 hr 

Channels Varies from 1 to 12 hr 

The details of the results are discussed in the next sections: 

3.10.1 Saltwater lake 

The saltwater lakes 1 and 2 had a 4.0m AHD water elevation set as their normal condition (beginning 
of the modelling time) and reached a maximum 4.185 m AHD with the flooding scenarios modelled. 
The freeboard for lakes 1 and 2 were 1.4 m and 2.4 m respectively. 

The saltwater lake 3 had a 3.0m AHD water elevation set as the normal condition, and it reached 
maximum 3.87m AHD with the flooding scenarios modelled.  It provided 1.7 m freeboard to its crest 
elevation.  

3.10.2 Basin 

Several outlet pipe diameter sizes were checked for the basin to achieve the desired maximum water 
elevation (about 2.0m AHD) – resulting in the 750mm diameter pipe being adopted. The maximum 
water elevation in the detention basin with this pipe size with the flooding scenarios modelled was 
2.24m AHD with a water depth of 2.74m AHD. This provides 260 mm freeboard to its crest elevation. 
The water elevation peaks after 24 hours and is then expected be fully emptied after several hours. 

The peak outflow from the basin to Thompson’s Outfall Channel was 1.4m3/s which is a result of the 
significant amount of stormwater attenuation provided by the lake and wetland system. 

3.10.3 Channel 

The flood levels for the channels located at the northern side of the development site (upstream side) 
reached their peak with the shortest events. The channels at the southern side (downstream) reached 
their peak levels with the longer modelled storm duration events.  The events vary from 1 to 12 hours. 
Freeboard for each of the channel cross sections are shown in Table 3. The freeboard varies from 
0.49m to 2.30m. No spill has been modelled to occur from any channel. 
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Figure 5: Cross Section Locations 
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Table 3: Freeboard for Each Cross Section 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

CROSS SECTION FREE BOARD (m) 

A-A 1.49 

B-B 2.37 

C-C 2.39 

D-D 3.93 

E-E 1.70 

F-F 1.73 

G-G 1.75 

H-H 0.90 

I-I 1.09 

J-J 1.76 

K-K 0.76 

L-L 2.30 

M-M 1.61 

N-N 1.68 

O-O 0.82 

P-P 1.79 

Q-Q 0.49 

R-R 0.70 

S-S 0.50 

T-T 0.26 

U-U 2.12 

V-V 2.20 

W-W 1.12 

X-X 2.04 

Y-Y 1.18 
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4 CONCLUSIONS  
As part of the Riverlea development, a revised flood modelling assessment has been undertaken to 
account for modifications to the original development site configuration assessed in 2009. The current 
plans for the development site now include three saltwater lakes, channels, and a detention basin. The 
saltwater lakes contain saline water and any spills from the lakes may cause potential risks to the 
environment and adjacent infrastructure. The capacity of the saltwater lakes, detention basin and 
channel system were assessed in this report to ensure the system can contain 1% AEP storm event.  

A 1D/2D TUFLOW model was developed in accordance with AR&R 2019 guideline for undertaking the 
flood assessment. The latest development site design surface has been used. A range of short to long 
rainfall durations have been modelled to ensure the peak flood levels were captured in the results.  

The flood modelling results demonstrated:  
• For the saltwater lakes, 6 and 9 hours storm durations were the critical event. The freeboard for 

lakes 1, 2 and 3 were 1.4m, 2.4m and 1.7m AHD respectively. Therefore, they have sufficient 
capacity to contain the 1% AEP storm event. 

• The detention basin reaches its peak elevation in a 24-hour event. If a 750 mm diameter outlet 
pipe is used, the detention basins maximum water elevation is 2.24 m AHD. For these 
conditions the basin will have 260 mm of freeboard to its spillway elevation. 

• For the channels, the critical storm event durations vary from 1 to 12 hours depending on the 
location of the channel.  The channel freeboards vary from 0.26m to 2.30m. No spill event has 
been modelled to occur from any channel. 

• The peak outflow to Thompson’s Outfall Channel is approximately 1.4m3/s compared to an 
estimated pre-development flow rate of 10m3/s. 
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
This stormwater treatment quality assessment has been undertaken to update the master plan level 
stormwater quality treatment analysis performed in the technical paper titled Stormwater Management 
Water, Wastewater and Recycled Water prepared by WGA (2009) (then W&G).  

Since the 2009 Technical Paper, the Proposed Revised Riverlea Master plan (December 2021) now 
includes internal salt water lakes system (SWL) which integrate with the local trunk stormwater 
drainage channels in place of the original open drain system. The revised landform proposal now 
includes 40.4 ha of linked saline lakes centrally located within the development. This proposed SWL 
also provides an alternative to manage the breakout of the regional Gawler River floodwaters through 
the site. The concept plan is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 : Proposed Riverlea Master Plan (December 2021) 

Gawler River 

Wetlands 
Salt Water Lakes 

Vegetated Swales 
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1.1 Objectives and Water Quality Criteria 

The objective of this stormwater quality assessment is to evaluate the treatment performance of the 
proposed/revised systems within Riverlea Estate against the required standards at a master plan 
level. 

The proposed stormwater treatment system was designed to treat the runoff in accordance with the 
standards as defined by: 
• The South Australian EPA water quality policy WSUD targets. 
• WSUD pollutant reduction targets as defined in the WSUD Guidelines for the Greater Adelaide 

Region (2013). 
• Adopts to the framework principles of the ANZEC guidelines with regards to adopting a 

treatment train approach to minimise harm to downstream waters. 

The pollutant treatment performance targets as specified in the above guidelines are: 
• 80% retention of typical annual urban load of suspended solids (TSS) 
• 60% retention of typical annual urban load of total phosphorus (TP) 
• 45% retention of typical annual urban load of total nitrogen (TN) 
• 90% reduction of gross pollutants of typical urban load (GP) 

In addition to the above targets for the site as a whole, it was also aimed to achieve the treatment 
performance targets before discharging into the Salt Water Lakes (SWL). The basis of this is that the 
SWLs can be negatively impacted by the poor quality stormwater inflows from local catchments as 
described by BMT (2021) in Riverlea Concept Stormwater Quality Management Plan. 

1.2 Treatment Catchment Plan 

The treatment catchment plan described below was developed for a master plan level assessment. 
Therefore, the sizes and placement of proposed Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) assets are 
not at a detailed design accuracy, and the details of these assets are to be further assessed in the 
detailed precinct level. 

The internal catchments and flow directions used in the catchment plan were based on the concept 
earthwork model for the Master Plan. The locations and treatment catchments of the WSUD assets 
were also based on the proposed master plan and the concept earthwork model. The catchments and 
the WSUD assets as used in the MUSIC model are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 : MUSIC Model Catchment Plan and WSUD Assets Locations 

1.2.1 Treatment Assets  

The following stormwater treatment assets are considered in the revised master plan based on the site 
layout, constraints, and opportunities. 

Gross Pollutant Traps (GPTs) 

It is proposed to incorporate a Gross Pollutant Trap (GPTs) at each major outlet into the vegetated 
swale or the regional channels These GPTs are to provide an effective means of removing debris and 
coarse sediments before discharging into the downstream system. GPT’s form the firm line of defence 
to intercept primary gross pollutants. A high performing GPT using CDS technology has been adopted 
throughout the development that achieves a high level of pollutant trapping performance. 

Vegetated Swales/Regional Channels 

A system of regional channels has been proposed throughout the Riverlea Park Development in order 
to manage and convey breakout flows from Gawler River for long duration flooding events in addition 
to managing stormwater outflows from the development during short duration events. The regional 
channel network will protect the development from flooding both regional and localised flood events. 
The basis on which the channels were designed and are based on the flood modelling undertaken by 
Water Technology (formerly Australian Water Environments). 
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The basis of this strategy follows those that have been approved and implemented in the Precinct 1’s 
Stormwater Management Plan by WGA (2022). Therefore, this has been adopted as the base design 
for the entire regional channels across the development. The proposed regional drainage channels 
include a series of online ephemeral wetland pools integrated into the low flow channels. These pools 
are densely vegetated shallow water bodies with 200 to 300 mm depth that provide treatment of urban 
stormwater from the development. Their treatment function provides enhanced sedimentation, fine 
filtration, adhesion and biological uptake, and chemical processes to remove pollutants from urban 
stormwater. Given that the channel network is quite long in length, this provides extensive opportunity 
for stormwater to be treated. The details of these ephemeral wetland treatment pools are described in 
“Riverlea Development – Stages 1 to 12: Stormwater Management Plan (WGA, 2022)”. 

Wetlands 

The three wetland systems (EW1, EW2 and EW3) are proposed at the northern section of the 
Development along Gawler River where greater open space areas are available. These wetlands are 
to treat stormwater from their local internal catchments before discharging into Gawler River at the 
northwest corner. 

The wetland areas were set out to be the same as the indicative areas in the master plan. The 
permanent pool volumes of the wetlands were estimated based on an average depth of 0.3m under 
the NWL of the wetlands, considering the varying depths across the macrophyte zones and the open 
water zones. 

These wetlands also act as flood zones for breakout flood flow from the Gawler River to contain the 
flood within the open space along the northern boundary. Therefore, the areas of the wetlands were 
not optimised just to meet the treatment targets. 

Bioretention 

Bioretention systems are proposed for the local catchments which drains into the SWL without the 
treatment from the vegetated swales. The densely planted bioretention systems at the downstream of 
the catchments will treat the stormwater runoffs from the local catchments before discharging into the 
SWLs. 

In this Master Plan level assessment, the filter areas of the bioretention systems are sized for 2% of 
their contributing catchments. These bioretention systems are typically full depth with entire system 
perimeter fully lined with an impermeable material.  

For the vegetation types in the bioretention, it was tested to model with both “Vegetated with effective 
nutrient removal plants” and “Vegetated with ineffective nutrient removal plants”. It was found that 
some catchments will require effective nutrient removal plants to meet the required treatment criteria. 
If this cannot be met, larger areas of bioretention will be required to treat the stormwater to the 
treatment criteria. 

1.3 MUSIC Model Setup 

The assessment of the water quality uses performed using the industry accepted modelling software 
MUSIC (Version 6.3) to demonstrate compliance with pollutant reduction targets in accordance with 
South Australian MUSIC Guidelines (2021). 

The parameters entered into MUSIC model for the source and treatment nodes are summarised in 
Table 1.Table 1 The table provides a general overview of the typical parameters used for the source 
and treatment nodes. In this case, it is noted that some parameters are stated as being “varied”, this is 
due to the viable dimensional associated with the different areas within the development. The MUSIC 
model therefore adopts the actual dimension. The source nodes are represented by “urban nodes”, 
and the treatment nodes are represented by GPTs, vegetated swales, wetlands and bioretention. 
Figure 3 shows the MUSIC model schematic developed based on the treatment catchment plan and 
the parameters. 
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Table 1: MUSIC Parameters 

MUSIC INPUT 
PARAMETER 

UNITS VALUE NOTES REFERENCE 

Rainfall Time Step Minutes 6 – South Australian MUSIC 
Guidelines 2021 

Rainfall Template 31 Year 
Period 

Edinburgh 
RAAF 

  

Catchment Characteristics (Source Nodes) 
Source Node Type -

Urban (Mixed) 
% – Fraction 

impervious 
values vary 

from nodes to 
nodes 

 

Soil Parameters (Residential areas) 
Soil Storage Capacity mm 40  South Australian MUSIC 

Guidelines 2021 
Initial Storage  
(% of capacity) 

% 25 – MUSIC Default value 

Field Store Capacity mm 30  South Australian MUSIC 
Guidelines 2021 

Pollutant Concentration Data (Residential areas) 
TSS Mean Storm 

Flow Concentration 
log mg/L 1 Lumped 

Catchments 
South Australian MUSIC 

Guidelines 2021, Table 4.10 
TSS SD Storm Flow 

Concentration 
log mg/L 0.34 Lumped 

Catchments 
South Australian MUSIC 

Guidelines 2021, Table 4.10 
TP Mean Storm Flow 

Concentration 
log mg/L -0.97 Lumped 

Catchments 
South Australian MUSIC 

Guidelines 2021, Table 4.10 
TP SD Storm Flow 

Concentration 
log mg/L 0.31 Lumped 

Catchments 
South Australian MUSIC 

Guidelines 2021, Table 4.10 
Pollutant Concentration Data 

TN Mean Storm Flow 
Concentration 

log mg/L 0.2 – South Australian MUSIC 
Guidelines 2021, Table 4.10 

TN SD Storm Flow 
Concentration 

log mg/L 0.2 – South Australian MUSIC 
Guidelines 2021, Table 4.10 

Serial Correlation For 
TSS, TP, TN 

R Squared 0 – South Australian MUSIC 
Guidelines 2021, Table 4.10 

Estimation Method – Stochastically 
Generated 

– South Australian MUSIC 
Guidelines 2021, Table 4.10 

Bioretention Design Inputs 
High Flow By-pass m3/s 100 –  
Extended Detention 

Depth 
m 0.2 –  

Surface Area m2 Varied –  
Filter Area m2 Varied (Sized up to 

2% of 
catchment) 

 

Unlined Filter media 
Perimeter 

m 0 –  

Saturated Hydraulic 
Conductivity 

mm/hr 100 100-200 mm 
is preferred 

MUSIC v6 Documentation 
and Help 

Filter Depth m 0.4 –  
TN Content of Filter 

Media 
mg/kg 800 –  

Exfiltration Rate mm/hr 0 –  
Vegetated Swale Design Inputs 

Length m Varied –  
Bed Slope % Varied –  
Base Width m Varied –  
Top Width m Varied –  
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MUSIC INPUT 
PARAMETER 

UNITS VALUE NOTES REFERENCE 

Depth % Varied   
Vegetation Height m 0.25   
Exfiltration Rate mm/hr 0.7   

Wetland Design Inputs 
High Flow Bypass m3/s 0   

Surface Area m2 Varied As from 
Master Plan 

 

Extended Detention 
Depth 

m 0.35   

Permanent Pool 
Volume 

m3 Varied Calculated 
with average 
depth of 0.3m 

 

Exfiltration Rate mm/hr 0   
Evaporation Loss % 125   
Outlet Equivalent 

Pipe Diameter 
mm Varied  Sized to 

achieve 72-
hour notional 
detention time 

 

Gross Pollutant Traps 
High Flow By-pass m3/s Varied Sized for 

treatment up 
to 3-month 

ARI 

 

Gross Pollutants 
Inputs & Outputs 

Concentration  

% 90   

Total Suspended 
Solids Inputs & 

Outputs 
Concentration 

% 70   

Total Phosphorus 
Inputs & Outputs 

Concentration 

% 0   

Total Nitrogen Inputs 
& Outputs 

Concentration 

% 0   
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Figure 3 : MUSIC Model Schematic 

1.4 Stormwater Treatment Performance Results 

The stormwater treatment performance results at the northern outlet from the wetlands, and at the 
three SWLs and at the main southern outlet are summarised and compared with the required 
performance criteria in Table 2. 

It is also noted that the areas of the wetlands were not assessed to achieve the optimal treatment 
targets as the wetland areas are also intended as flood zones for the Gawler River flooding.  

The results indicate that the overall stormwater treatment systems across the site will comply with the 
treatment criteria, in addition to meeting all the treatment criteria at each individual outlet.  
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Table 2: Water Quality Results Compared to Best Practice Standards 

POLLUTANT TYPE TSS TP TN GROSS POLLUTANTS/LITTER 

Target percentage reduction (%) 80 60 45 >50 mm and retention in 3-month 
ARI 

Reduction achieved at SWL1 (%) 95.9 73.9 57.4 100% trapped (averaged over the 
simulated period) 

Reduction achieved at SWL2 (%) 96.1 70.5 57.4 100% trapped (averaged over the 
simulated period) 

Reduction achieved at SWL3 (%) 96.8 83.2 66.0 100% trapped (averaged over the 
simulated period) 

Reduction achieved at Northern Outlet 
(%) 100 100 100 93.4% trapped (averaged over the 

simulated period) 
Reduction achieved at Southern Outlet 

(%) 97.2 86.8 69.7 100% trapped (averaged over the 
simulated period) 

Reduction achieved at Site Overall (%) 97.3 85.4 70.9 99.2% trapped (averaged over the 
simulated period) 

1.5 Summary 

This Master Plan level assessment of the stormwater treatment strategy for Riverlea Estate indicated 
that stormwater quality discharging from the estate will meet the treatment performance targets as 
defined in EPA water quality policy and Greater Adelaide Region’s WSUD pollutant reduction targets. 
In addition, it was shown that the proposed treatment strategy also achieves the stormwater treatment 
targets suitable for discharging into the proposed SWL to not impact the water quality within the lakes. 
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 Introduction 
 Background 

Riverlea is a major development which will form a new township in the northern area of greater Adelaide. The township will 
provide approximately 12,000 dwellings, a district centre, neighbourhood centres, educational facilities, mixed use 
precincts and recreation precincts to cater for 33,000 residents. The development will be undertaken over 20 years. 

Key to the development is the street and road network which will provide access for the daily services and needs of the 
community.  A master plan has been prepared for the whole township, however revisions are proposed to Precincts 1 and 
2 to commence creation of the township. 

Precinct 2 was included in the master plan however it is proposed to revise the layout to integrate better with Precinct 1, 
which has provided the initial neighbourhood centre, key road network to Port Wakefield Road and associated residential 
development. 

 Purpose of this Report 
This report sets out an assessment of the anticipated traffic and transport implications of the proposed development in 
Precinct 2, including consideration of the: 

 existing and estimated traffic conditions surrounding the site; 

 traffic generation characteristics of the proposed development; 

 proposed access arrangements for the site; 

 overview of the layout based on the master plan for Precinct 2; 

 transport impact of the development proposal on the surrounding township road network. 

 References 
In preparing this report, reference has been made to a number of background documents, including: 

 Masterplan for the proposed development provided by Walker Corp (dated 4th June 2013) 

 Precinct 2 masterplan provided by Walker Corp (August 2022) 

 ‘Buckland Park Traffic Impact Assessment’ Parsons Brinckerhoff Australia Pty Ltd, 1 April 2009 

 Riverlea Precinct 2 Traffic Assessment, GTA Consultants, 2015 

 various technical data as referenced in this report 

 other documents as nominated. 
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 Existing Conditions 
The subject site is located within the Riverlea site, which is located adjacent Port Wakefield Road opposite Angle Vale 
Road. The location of the site can be seen in Figure 2.1. 

Figure 2.1: Site and Surrounding Environs 

 

(Photomap courtesy of Walker Corp) 

Precinct 1 

Precinct 2 

Future 
Stages 

(indicative) 
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 Development Proposal 
The revised Precinct 2 development is proposed to comprise approximately 3,000 dwellings comprising low and medium 
density.   A neighbourhood centre, school and sports facility will be included within the site. 

Vehicle access to Precinct 2 will be from Riverlea Boulevard which has been constructed thorough Precinct 1 to Port 
Wakefield Road.  The proposed road network will connect to Riverlea Boulevard with various types of intersections to 
manage the anticipated traffic demands. 

The revised precinct road network will comprise distributor, collector and local access roads, and some laneways. 

The proposed site layout can be seen in Figure 3.1 

Figure 3.1: Revised Precinct 2 Layout (and key intersections) 
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 Traffic Assessment 
 Previous Assessment 

The traffic assessment for the previously approved Riverlea township was undertaken by Parsons Brinkerhoff using a 
strategic transport model. The assessment was undertaken on the site master plan and did not consider individual 
precincts. However, the traffic assessment did include traffic generation of the master plan at 5-year intervals based on the 
anticipated dwelling occupancy. 

Precinct 1 has since commenced with traffic management constructed on Riverlea Boulevard including traffic signals for 
Port Wakefield Road/Angle Vale Road intersection upgrade, and a roundabout at the Guilding Terrace/Riverlea Boulevard 
intersection. 

 Traffic Generation 
 Design Rates 

Based on experience with other land divisions in greater Adelaide, a traffic generation rate of 8 trips per dwelling per day, 
and 0.85 trips per dwelling per hour (peak hour) as an average across all dwellings provides a robust method of traffic 
demand estimation.  It is noted that in the City of Playford, 76.4% of people travelled to work in a private car, 3.3% took 
public transport and 1.2% rode a bike or walked. 5.4% worked at home (extract from census 2021 data).  Hence car use in 
the City of Playford is higher than the greater Adelaide average. 

As such, this rate has been applied for this assessment which is based on traffic generation of each stage in the precinct 
ad distribution across the road network in Precinct 2 and connecting to Precinct 1.  

It has been assumed the neighbourhood centre will attract traffic from the residents within Riverlea with negligible passing 
trade from along Port Wakefield Road.  Estimates of peak hour and daily traffic volumes are set out in Table 4.1. 

Precinct 2 will provide 3132 dwellings (low and medium density) which will result in 25,056 trips per day and 2,664 trips per 
hour during the peak hours.  

It should be noted that some Precinct 1 stages are included in this assessment as they will contribute to the road network at 
key intersections assessed in this report.  This includes 157 dwellings in Stages 4 and 5 which are part of Precinct 1.  These 
are shown in Table 4.2. 

The Precinct 1 stages will add 1,256 trips per day and 133 trips per hour to the road network as part of this analysis.  

It is noted that whilst the base traffic generation rate has been updated, the traffic generation is consistent with the Traffic 
Impact Assessment for Buckland Park (2009), and the 2015 Precinct 2 assessment by GTA Consultants, with regards to the 
anticipated traffic demands of the precinct. 

Rates provided within the RTA Guide suggest the neighbourhood centre of 5,550 sq.m total floor area will typically attract 
6,750 vehicle trips per day (Thursday).  The proposed school is likely to have an attendance of up to 1,000 students. 
Traffic generation rates for schools as surveyed by GTA indicate a trip generation of 1.34 trips per student per day. 
Application of this rate suggests the proposed school is likely to attract 1,340 trips per day. 

As previously mentioned, the traffic associated with the proposed school and neighbourhood centre are anticipated to be 
associated with Precinct 2 and not “passing trade” from along Port Wakefield Road. Hence it can be assumed that 
approximately 30% of all traffic generated by Precinct 2 will be internal to the Precinct 2 site. 
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Table 4.1: Traffic Generation for Precinct 2 

Stage Detached Apartments Total 
Dwellings 

Daily 
Trips 

Peak Hour 
Trips 

8 91  91 728 77 

10 90  90 720 77 

11 122  122 976 104 

12 123  123 984 105 

14 143  143 1144 122 

15 157  157 1256 133 

16 99  99 792 84 

17 99 175 274 2192 233 

18 92  92 736 78 

19 85  85 680 72 

20 94  94 752 80 

21 121  121 968 103 

22A 115  115 920 98 

22 110 105 215 1720 183 

23 107 35 142 1136 121 

24 87  87 696 74 

25 111  111 888 94 

26 94  94 752 80 

27 143  143 1144 122 

36 152 35 187 1496 159 

37 95  95 760 81 

38 101  101 808 86 

39 135  135 1080 115 

40 105  105 840 89 

41 111  111 888 94 

  TOTAL 3132 25056 2664 
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Table 4.2: Precinct 1 Stages adjacent Precinct 2 
 

Stage Detached Apartments Total 
Dwellings 

Daily 
Trips 

Peak Hour 
Trips 

4 86  86 688 73 

5 71  71 568 60 
  TOTAL 157 1256 133 

 Distribution and Assignment 
The directional distribution and assignment of traffic generated by the proposed development will be influenced by a number 
of factors, including the: 

• configuration of the distributor road network in the immediate vicinity of the site; 

• existing operation of intersections providing access between the local, collector and distributor road network; 

• surrounding employment centres, retail centres and schools in relation to the site; 

• configuration of access points to the site. 

Having consideration to the above, it has assumed that 30% of all trips generated will be internal and the remaining 70% 
will be external to the Riverlea site (that is to and from Port Wakefield Road and Angle Vale Road. 

Based on the above, Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 indicate the predicted traffic volumes for daily and peak hour periods 
expected on the road network around Riverlea Boulevard.  These volumes have been developed to assist in assessing the 
proposed intersections for appropriate layouts. 

Figure 4.1: Predicted Daily Traffic Volumes 
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Figure 4.2: Predicted Peak Hour Traffic Volumes 

 

In addition, the directional splits of traffic (i.e. the ratio between the inbound and outbound traffic movements) in the AM 
and PM peak periods are 90:10 (90% outbound 10% inbound) and 40:60 (40% outbound and 60% inbound) respectively 
for the external trips.  

These AM directional splits have been assumed based on the majority of residential traffic likely to be leaving while the PM 
directional splits have been assumed based on some residents leaving for dinner or other commitments external to the 
development while the inbound traffic is residents returning from work.  

The internal trip directional splits are assumed to be 50:50 during both peak periods. This internal traffic is likely to be more 
even with AM directional splits likely to be associated with student drop off and PM directional split likely to be a result of 
customers at the neighbourhood centre. 

The traffic volumes are consistent with the Traffic Impact Assessment (2015) for the traffic demands for Precinct 2 on the 
distributor road network in Riverlea. 

 Future Traffic Demands – Ultimate Scenario 
As the Riverlea development progresses to the west, there will be additional traffic demands on Riverlea Boulevard.  The 
anticipated traffic volumes will be dependant on the future land uses to the west including additional neighbourhood 
centres, schools, and employment areas that define an areas level of self-sufficiency (that is ability to remain within that 
area for daily needs) and reduce external trips.  As Riverlea develops further west, the level of self-sufficiency is expected 
to increase and reduce rate of growth of traffic on Riverlea Boulevard. 

For the purposes of this assessment, the same anticipated traffic demands from the west as applied in the 2015 
assessment will be used.  These were based on the traffic volumes for the ultimate Riverlea site as determined by 
‘Buckland Park Traffic Impact Assessment’ (Parsons Brinckerhoff Australia Pty Ltd, 1 April 2009).   This will provide 
consistency across assessments. 

The additional traffic generation for the analysis from additional development to the west is expressed as additional trips 
per hour on Riverlea Boulevard for eastbound and westbound flows.  These will be added to the Precinct 2 generated 
Riverlea Boulevard traffic volumes to identify future traffic volumes.  These are shown below in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3: Ultimate Riverlea Development Additional Traffic 

Riverlea Boulevard Direction Flow Peak - Trips per hour 

 AM PM 

Eastbound +1,248 +534 

Westbound +345 +1,156 

*Note:  Additional traffic volumes determined by ‘Buckland Park Traffic Impact Assessment’ (Parsons Brinckerhoff Australia Pty Ltd, 1 
April 2009) as used in the previous Precinct 2 assessment dated 2015 

As development occurs to the west, it would be expected that traffic assessments will be revised for intersection on 
Riverlea Boulevard, as well as monitoring of traffic volumes to ascertain operating conditions actually occurring. 

 Traffic Impact 
The impact of Precinct 2 traffic on the road network intersections is considered in this section with up to three intersection 
layout considered as follows: 

Initial  The initial intersection layout proposed for the precinct. 

Interim  Where applicable, minor upgrades that could be undertaken to maintain the life of the initial intersection. 

Ultimate  The ultimate layout of the intersection when considering ultimate traffic volumes on Riverlea Boulevard 

The impact of the development traffic has been assessed using SIDRA Intersection at key intersections throughout 
Precinct 2. The key intersection locations are shown in Figure 4.3. 

Figure 4.3: Location of Key Intersections 

 

The previous assessment in 2015 included assessment of all intersections from Port Wakefield Road to Precinct 2.  Given 
Precinct 1 has commenced with construction of some intersections, this assessment will only consider the intersections 
within Precinct 2.  A summary of the intersections from previous assessments and new intersections are shown below.  
The same numbering system has been used to ensure consistency. 

  

Employment 
Land 
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Previous key intersections (not part of this assessment): 

Port Wakefield Road/Riverlea Boulevard: 

Constructed with Precinct 1 as signalised 4-way intersection.  Preliminary analysis of this intersection 
has indicated it is capable of accommodating up to 4,500 allotments which would cater for Precinct 1 
and 2 traffic demands.  The growth of proposed District Centre may impact this intersection and should 
be revised as part of planning for District Centre.  Future precincts 3 and 4 impacts on this intersection 
will need to be considered in conjunction with a secondary access to the development area from the 
south. 

The PB Report (2009) indicated that the initial Riverlea Boulevard intersection at Port Wakefield Road 
will continue to operate satisfactorily for 11 years of development which would equate to approximately 
4,740 allotments.  This accords with the preliminary analysis of the intersection. 

R Precinct 1: Reedy Road intersection.  Currently T-junction with Reedy Road to north.  Future upgrade as 
part of recently approved neighbourhood centre with left-turn access to south side of Riverlea Boulevard.  
Further consideration of the intersection upgrade required for future District Centre proposed to south of 
Riverlea Boulevard.  No further review as part of this report. 

1 Precinct 1: Guilding Terrace intersection with Riverlea Boulevard has been constructed as a 2-lane 
roundabout.  This intersection will operate satisfactorily with capacity beyond Precinct 2.  No further 
review as part of this report. 

2 Precinct 1: Proposed T-junction for residential access.  No change to configuration from previous. 

Precinct 2 Assessment Intersections (part of this assessment) 

3 Proposed 4-way intersection with 2-lane roundabout.  Previously provided access to Neighbourhood 
Centre within this precinct. 

4 Proposed T-junction for residential access.  No change to configuration from previous. 

5 Proposed 4-way intersection in Precinct 2 – Provides access to Neighbourhood Centre and 
School/Sports Grounds. 

5a New intersection - Proposed T-junction adjacent school. 

6 Proposed T-junction for residential access.  End of Precinct 2. 
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 Access 
The layout of the street network for the proposed development is based on a modified grid layout, with local streets 
connecting to a number of key collector streets and then to the distributor road. A modified grid can provide advantages to 
a residential area in managing traffic to low volumes on each street, limiting the ability for rat-running through the area, 
managing the speed environment and providing convenient access for walking, cycling and public transport through the 
area.  The proposed road configuration is shown in Figure 5.1 which indicates the road hierarchy and traffic management. 

Figure 5.1: Proposed Road Hierarchy 
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 Employment Land 
It is understood that future employment lands have been identified to the south of Precinct 2 which will connect to this 
precinct via the road at Intersection 5.  The Employment Land will be approximately 46 hectares in size and provide light 
industrial and business park uses when developed.  It is noted that this area will be developed separately to the residential 
development once a demand has been developed for it’s use.  No layout or specification for the land uses has been 
identified for analysis in this report, however the road to Intersection 5 will be capable of supporting access for the site. 

Given the size of the Employment Land site it is appropriate to assume access will be available from Riverlea Boulevard 
via Intersection 5, and also from Carmelo Road at the southern end of the site.  It is assumed that heavy vehicle 
movements (such as articulated vehicles) would generally access the site from the Carmelo Road access frontage rather 
than use the Riverlea Boulevard route.  Hence the proposed road reserve and cross section for this connection is 
considered appropriate with Collector A and C cross sections proposed.  This would be suitable for access to the 
employment lands for light vehicles and small heavy vehicles. 

The traffic impact of the development of the Employment Lands would be undertaken with any master planning or 
development applications for the site.  This would include analysis of the impact on Riverlea Boulevard and Intersection 5 
(and access road ) where required. 

 Road Cross Sections 
The proposed development will comprise roads of varying widths suited to the function of streets within the network. These 
align with the proposed street hierarchy as shown in Figure 5.1 previously in this report.  Cross sections have been 
developed in conjunction with the Landscape Plan and are shown in the following figures. 

Figure 5.2: Cross Section – Distributor Road  

Riverlea Boulevard 
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Figure 5.3: Cross Section - Neighbourhood Centre Road 
 

Neighbourhood Centre Retail Avenue 
 

 

Figure 5.4: Cross Section – Collector Road A 

General Residential Collector Road accommodating bus route, cycle lanes and indented car parking 
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Figure 5.5: Cross Section – Collector Road B 

Residential Collector Road accommodating indented car parking and footpaths. Utilised as a ‘kiss and ride’ school 
collector road. 
 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Cross Section – Collector Road C 

Residential Collector Road alongside drainage reserve where cycle lane connection is required. Includes indented car 
parking to residential frontages 
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Figure 5.7: Cross Section – Collector Road D 

Residential Collector Road alongside major park reserves providing indented car parking bays to both residential and park 
frontages 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Local Esplanade Roads (with indented parking) 

 
Local residential roads with optional indented car parking bays to drainage reserve frontage 
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Figure 5.9: Local Esplanade Roads (on-street parking) 

 

Local residential streets interfacing with open space, external boundaries and reserves, accommodating on-street car 
parking 

 

Figure 5.10: Local Streets 
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Figure 5.11: Laneways 

 

 

 T-junctions 
The majority of the local street intersections within the proposed development will be controlled by T-Junctions. Realigned 
T-junctions are proposed at number of locations throughout the development.  A realigned T-junction is designed to effect 
a change in the vehicle travel path thereby slowing traffic via deflection of traffic movements and/or reassignment of 
priority.  These are effective in limiting street lengths and managing speeds on a local road network whilst maintaining a 
modified grid network. As a result, the safety within the local road network can be improved. 

Traffic management measures are required at T-junctions to ensure drivers understand the give-way priority assigned. 
Generally the right angle bend in conjunction with appropriate kerb alignments will be sufficient however a review in 
detailed design should consider the following methods to clarify give way priority: 

• Give way signs on the minor road approach. 
• Pavement marking on the bend for the centreline and parking control. 
• Distinctive pavement on the minor road approach. 
• Consideration of the radius of bends to ensure suitable turn paths are achieved for the anticipated traffic volumes 

and vehicle types. 

 Roundabouts 
A roundabout is an effective form of intersection control and reduces the relative speeds of conflicting vehicles by providing 
impedance to all vehicles entering the roundabout.  A number of roundabout controlled intersections are proposed in 
Precinct 2, especially where collector roads form four way intersections. 

It is recommended that the roundabouts be designed to allow full turning movements for larger vehicles, and in order to 
cater for semi-trailers a mountable island should be provided.  The roundabouts will be required to conform to the relevant 
standards and guidelines, and the Code, which would be confirmed in detailed design. 

 Cul-de-sacs 
The development will incorporate circular cul-de-sacs at a number of locations. It is recommended that 18 metre diameter 
circular cul-de-sacs be provided to enable turning movements by larger vehicles including waste collection vehicles. 
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 Laneways 
Laneways are proposed in a number of locations to provide rear-loaded access to higher density dwellings, for instance 
row dwellings.  The laneways will be wide enough to enable access to garages, provide for rear waste collection.  

 Vehicle Speed Management 
Austroads Guide to Road Design “Part 3: Geometric Design” states a typical acceleration of 1km/h for every 5 metres is 
possible for private vehicles from a stationary position. Therefore a vehicle can be expected to reach 50km/h (the expected 
posted speed limit) from a stopped position after 250 metres. 

In consideration of the above, roads that provide less than 250 metres of straight sections of road are considered too short 
for excessive vehicle speeds to occur and act as natural speed control devices.  Generally, most streets in the proposed 
development will be less than 250 metres in length. These streets will generally assist in creating a speed environment of 
less than 50km/h, and closer to 35km/h where streets are less than 150 metres long. 

A number of streets will have a total length greater than 250 metres however, these will be managed with traffic control 
devices at regular intervals, including intersection treatments such as realigned T-junctions or roundabouts. 

Urban design techniques to assist in managing vehicle speeds including tree plantings and house design/driveways, in 
conjunction with carriageway design techniques will be considered in the context of street design features to manage 
speeds. 

Notwithstanding the above, vehicle speeds within Precinct 2 will be generally managed and can be confirmed in design of 
the built form for the land division. 

 Intersection Sight Distance 
In order to provide fundamental safety at intersections, adequate sight distances must be provided at each one. There are 
three categories of sight distances, these are: 

• Approach Sight Distance (ASD) 
• Safe Intersection Sight Distance (SISD) 
• Minimum Gap Sight Distance (MGSD). 

A description and review of each of these sight distances for the proposed development is discussed in the following 
sections. 

Approach Sight Distance (ASD) 

ASD is the sight distance required for a driver of a vehicle on a minor road approaching an intersection to observe the 
holding line for the intersection on the ground. The distance is required such that the driver can observe the holding line, 
react and stop as required. 

Based upon the table provided with the Austroads ‘Guide to Road Design Part 4a: Signalised and Signalised Intersections’ 
(2009, henceforth referred to as Austroads Guide) a design speed of 50km/h has an ASD of 55 metres. 

Safe Intersection Sight Distance (SISD) 

SISD is the sight distance required for a driver of a vehicle on a major road approaching an intersection to observe a 
vehicle within the intersection. The SISD is required such that if a vehicle has stopped (i.e. stalled) within an intersection 
the driver of the approach vehicle on the major road will observe the vehicle and be able to react and stop if required. 

Based upon the table provided with the Austroads Guide a design speed of 50km/h has an SISD of 97 metres. 
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Minimum Gap Sight Distance (MGSD) 

MGSD is the sight distance required for a driver of a vehicle on a minor road at the intersection to observe vehicles in the 
conflicting streams. The distance is required such that the vehicle can view approaching vehicles in order to safely 
commence the desired manoeuvre. 

The MGSD is based upon the number of lanes the vehicle is required to cross, the type of manoeuvre that is required. 

Austroads Guide requires a road with a design speed of 50km/h has an MGSD of 69 metres for the critical right turn 
movement on a two lane/two way road. 

Sight Distance Summary 

An assessment of the above horizontal sight distances indicates the intersections within the proposed development can 
provide the minimum requirements. A further sight distance assessment is recommended during detailed design to ensure 
the horizontal and vertical sight distances are met.  

 Street Gradients for Vehicles 
It is noted that the current site is very flat and roads will generally be designed with appropriate grades for stormwater 
management, as opposed to achieving compatibility with existing terrain in undulating environments. Hence, grades of 
streets are not considered to be an issue within the precinct. 

 Parking 
The proposed development will provide a high level of on-street parking which will cater for a minimum of 1 on-street 
space per 3 dwellings or more based on the proposed road cross sections.  These cross sections include a variety on-
street parking on the carriageway or indented parking bays. 

The frontages of reserves will provide a high level of parking where available.  The need for parking at reserves has been 
considered by an assessment provided in Appendix A. 

 Public Transport 
Bus routes are proposed to provide public transport access to the Riverlea township. Figure 5.12 indicates the road 
network to be available for bus services.  The actual services will be confirmed on conjunction with agreement from the 
Department for Infrastructure and Transport.  It is envisaged that the proposed bus routes will utilise the distributor and 
collector roads to provide a bus route that will be within approximately 400 metres of all residential allotments within the 
Riverlea township. 
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Figure 5.12: Proposed Bus Routes in Precinct 2 

 
Extract from Walker plan “Overall Bus Routes”, 12 April 2023 

 Heavy Vehicles 
Heavy vehicles will use the proposed road network on an occasional service for waste collection within the proposed 
residential area.  The proposed road network will be capable of providing appropriate access subject to detailed design of 
intersections and junction to ensure safe and appropriate turning movements are available. 

The cul-de-sac streets will enable trucks to turn to enter and exit in a forward direction.  The cul-de-sacs should be 
confirmed in detailed design to ensure adequate space is available. 

 Bicycle Access 
Bicycle access is proposed with bicycle routes on key collector roads in Precinct 2 as shown in Figure 5.13 where bicycle 
lanes and/or paths can be considered.  These roads will provide key access within and throughout Precinct 2 for bicycles.  
The low speed design and low volumes on most of the local street network will also facilitate safe bicycle access.  The 
proposed network will provide a high level of accessibility to the neighbourhood centre and school precincts within the site. 
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Figure 5.13: Proposed Bicycle Routes (extract from Landscape Masterplan) 
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 Intersection Assessments 
Each intersection has been assessed individually for performance based on anticipated traffic demands.  Schematic 
layouts for each intersection have been prepared to indicate required lane arrangements.  Other features such as 
pedestrian crossings, suitable turn paths for design vehicles and location of traffic signal posts are assumed to be included 
and to be confirmed in detailed design. 

 Intersection 3 Assessment 
A roundabout is proposed at this intersection as part of Precinct 1 development (Silverleaf Drive in Stage 4), with 2 lanes 
for eastbound and westbound traffic on Riverlea Boulevard.  A single lane approach for the north and south legs. 

The anticipated AM and PM peak hour traffic volumes for Precinct 2 volumes at intersection 3 are shown in Figure 6.1.   
The Ultimate through volumes on Riverlea Drive are also shown. 

Figure 6.1: Intersection 3 – Precinct 2 AM & PM Peak Hour Turning Volumes 

   Stage 5 Road     

        

         

  PM 89 5 49    

Riverlea Blvd AM 89 5 444  Riverlea Blvd 

PM AM  R T L  AM PM 

89 89 L    R 49 444 

260 1070 T    T 192 1259 

38 38 R    L 3 25 

Ultimate   L T R   Ultimate 

794 2318 AM 38 5 25  537 2415 

  PM 38 5 3    

         

         

   Stage 4 Road      
Orange figures indicates the future traffic on Riverlea Boulevard for the Ultimate intersection analysis.  

The intersection layouts are shown in Figure 6.2 to Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.2: Intersection 3 – Initial Layout 

 
 

Figure 6.3: Intersection 3 – Interim Upgrade 

 
 

Add left turn lane 
when required due to 
westbound AM peak 

flows 
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Figure 6.4: Intersection 3 – Ultimate Layout 

 
The movement summary for each of the intersection peak periods are shown in the following tables. 

Table 6.1: Intersection 3 – Initial Layout – AM Peak Summary 

 

Upgrade left turn to 
free flow with merge 
lane when required 
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Table 6.2: Intersection 3 – Initial Layout – PM Peak Summary 

 

Table 6.3: Intersection 3 – Interim AM Peak Summary 
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Table 6.4: Intersection 3 – Interim PM Peak Summary 

 

 

Table 6.5: Intersection 3 – Ultimate AM Peak Summary 
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Table 6.6: Intersection 3 - Ultimate PM Peak Summary 

 

 

 Intersection 3 Analysis Summary 
The SIDRA Intersection analysis indicates that the proposed roundabout at Intersection 3 will operate satisfactorily and 
within capacity for the predicted Precinct 2 traffic volumes. 

An analysis of the ultimate traffic volumes has found that the roundabout will continue to operate satisfactorily for the 
Ultimate AM peak periods based on the addition of a left turn lane on the northern approach.   

The roundabout will not, however, be able to accommodate all of the Ultimate PM peak period traffic volumes with 
significant queueing predicted on the eastern approach of Riverlea Boulevard.  Further modelling has found the 
roundabout will accommodate up to 2000 vehicles per hour westbound on the eastern approach, which equates to about 
2/3rds of the Ultimate traffic flow westbound. 

Hence, the roundabout should be monitored following further development to the west to determine the timing required for 
the interim upgrade, and then the Ultimate upgrade to traffic signals. 

Traffic signals will be required in the ultimate layout when Riverlea is developed to the west.  In particular, a free flowing 
left turn will be required from Osprey Drive (north leg) to Riverlea Boulevard (east leg) due to the high eastbound flows on 
Riverlea Boulevard in the AM peak period. 
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 Intersection 4 Assessment 
The anticipated AM and PM peak hour traffic volumes for Precinct 2 volumes at intersection 5 are shown in Figure 6.1.  

Figure 6.5: Intersection 4 – Precinct 2 AM & PM Peak Hour Turning Volumes 

Riverlea Blvd      Riverlea Blvd 

PM AM      AM PM 

               

119 1069 T    T 133 1197 

14 14 R    L 9 82 

Ultimate   L   R   Ultimate 

653 2317 AM 14   82  478 2353 

  PM 14   9    

         

         

   Stage 40-41 Road     
Orange figures indicates the future traffic on Riverlea Boulevard for the Ultimate intersection analysis.  

 

Figure 6.6: Intersection 4 – T-junction 

 
 
 

 

The movement summary for each intersection and peak period is shown in the following tables. 
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Table 6.7: Intersection 4 – Initial T-Junction – AM Peak Summary 

 

Table 6.8: Intersection 4 – Initial T-Junction – PM Peak Summary 

 

Table 6.9: Intersection 4 – Ultimate T-Junction – AM Peak Summary 
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Table 6.10: Intersection 4 – Ultimate T-Junction – PM Peak Summary 

 

 Intersection 4 Analysis Summary 
Intersection 4 will provide access to the residential area adjacent with a small number of dwellings comparatively.  A 
T-Junction is proposed as the initial intersection which will operate satisfactorily for the development of Precinct 2. 

The operation of the intersection, in particular right turns from South to the East (during AM Peak Periods) will deteriorate 
as traffic volumes increase in Riverlea Boulevard.  This is demonstrated in the SIDRA summaries where the Degree of 
Saturation for the right turn movement from Stage 40-41 Road has been calculated at over 1 indicating loss of capacity 
and poor ability to turn right when considering Ultimate traffic flows. 

Given the proximity of the intersection to Intersection 5, it is likely that there will be more gaps than able to be considered 
by SIDRA.  However, there is opportunity for vehicles from this stage to use Intersection 5 or Intersection 3 to turn right 
onto Riverlea Boulevard.  The alternative access and relatively low volumes at this street does not warrant a significant 
upgrade of the intersection into the future. 
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 Intersection 5 Assessment 
Intersection 5 is proposed to be a four-way intersection linking between the Neighbourhood Centre to the north and 
school/sports precinct to the south of Riverlea Boulevard.  This intersection is a key location for access in this precinct, in 
particular for pedestrian and cyclist movements to and from retail/commercial, school and sporting uses.  The anticipated 
AM and PM peak hour traffic volumes for Precinct 2 volumes at intersection 5 are shown in Figure 6.1. There will be high 
traffic volume of vehicle turning left from NCe Road to travel east on Riverlea Boulevard in the AM Peak, and return to turn 
right into NCe Road in the PM peak. 

Figure 6.7: PM Peak Hour Turning Movement Volumes – Intersection 5 

   Nce Road     

         

         

  PM 91 55 127 274   

Riverlea Blvd AM 91 55 685 832 Riverlea Blvd 

PM AM  R T L  AM PM 

117 117 L    R 91 649 

99 482 T    T 70 462 

100 100 R    L 47 85 

Ultimate   L T R  Ultimate  

633 1730 AM 41 51 86  415 1618 

  PM 41 51 10    

         

         

   Sport Road     
Orange figures indicates the future traffic on Riverlea Boulevard for the Ultimate intersection analysis. 

The Initial and Ultimate intersection layouts are shown in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.4 respectively. 
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Figure 6.8: Intersection 5 – Initial Roundabout Option 

 

Figure 6.9: Intersection 5  – Initial Traffic Signals Option 
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Figure 6.10: Intersection 5 – Ultimate Traffic Signals 

 
The movement summary for each intersection and peak period is shown in the following tables. 

Table 6.11: Intersection 5 – Initial Roundabout – AM Peak Summary 

 

Upgrade left turn to 
free flow with 
merge lane 
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Table 6.12: Intersection 5 – Initial Roundabout – PM Peak Summary 

 

 

Table 6.13: Intersection 5 – Initial Traffic Signals – AM Peak Summary 
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Table 6.14: Intersection 5 – Initial Traffic Signals – PM Peak Summary 

 

Table 6.15: Intersection 5 – Ultimate Traffic Signals AM Peak Summary 
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Table 6.16: Intersection 5 – Ultimate Traffic Signals PM Peak Summary 

 

 Intersection 5 Analysis Summary 
Intersection 5 will provide access to the proposed Neighbourhood Centre (to the north) and Sports Fields/School to the 
south.  It will have a mix of traffic movements in conjunction with high flows on Riverlea Boulevard.  Pedestrian access 
should be considered at this intersection with crossings on each side of the intersection. 

A roundabout could be provided similar to Intersection 3.  There will be a high volume of left turns from NCe Road (north) 
to Riverlea Boulevard (east) which will require a left turn lane to provide appropriate level of service.  Given the nearby 
school and sports fields, a roundabout would not provide the best pedestrian access as traffic volumes grow on Riverlea 
Boulevard.  Similar to Intersection 3, a roundabout will struggle to cope with future westbound PM peak period flows, with 
long queues predicted in modelling the longer term roundabout.  A roundabout at this location would not operate beyond 
part development of Precinct 3 to the west without significant modifications, including a bypass lane from NCe Road to 
Riverlea Boulevard (east) for eastbound traffic for the AM Peak period.  The PM Peak period could operate longer possibly 
up to development of Precinct 3 only. 

An alternative to improve pedestrian access would be to provide traffic signals as the Initial Intersection.  This would 
provide appropriate traffic capacity whilst providing a high level of pedestrian access across Riverlea Boulevard.  A slightly 
smaller signalised intersection (compared to the ultimate layout) could be provided initially with single right turn lane on 
Riverlea Boulevard. 

Traffic signals will be required in the ultimate layout.  In particular, a free flowing left turn will be required from NCe Road 
(north) to Riverlea Boulevard (east) due to the high eastbound flows on Riverlea Boulevard in the AM peak period.  Traffic 
signals utilising a high frequency cycle (that is shorter cycle time) will maintain traffic capacity more effectively and will 
assist with pedestrian access with more frequent phases occurring. 
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 Intersection 5A Assessment 
Intersection 5A is located adjacent the proposed school and provides access for residential stages to the south of Riverlea 
Boulevard.  The intersection will initially be an unsignalised T-junction.  The anticipated AM and PM peak hour traffic 
volumes for the intersection are shown in Figure 6.11. 

Figure 6.11: Intersection 5A - PM Peak Hour Turning Movement Volumes 

Riverlea Blvd      Riverlea Blvd 

PM AM      AM PM 

               

86 365 T    T 158 599 

49 49 R    L 104 161 

Ultimate   L T R  Ultimate  

620 1613 AM 49   112  503 1755 

  PM 49   56    

         

         

   School Road     
Orange figures indicates the future through  traffic on Riverlea Boulevard for the Ultimate intersection analysis. 

The Initial and Ultimate intersection layouts are shown in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 respectively. 

Figure 6.12: Intersection 5A – Initial T-Junction 
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Figure 6.13: Intersection 5A – Ultimate Traffic Signals 

 
The movement summary for each intersection peak period is shown in the following tables. 

Table 6.17: Intersection 5A – Initial T-Junction – AM Peak Summary 
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Table 6.18: Intersection 5A – Initial T-Junction – PM Peak Summary 

 

 

Table 6.19: Intersection 5A – Ultimate Traffic Signals – AM Peak Summary 

 

 

Table 6.20: Intersection 5A – Ultimate Traffic Signals – PM Peak Summary 
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 Intersection 5A Summary 
The SIDRA intersection analysis indicates that the proposed unsignalised T-junction at Intersection 5A would operate 
satisfactorily and within capacity for the predicted Precinct 2 traffic volumes. 

Given the location adjacent a school, there may be a need for traffic signals to facilitate pedestrian crossing and safety at 
the intersection, rather than installing a mid-block crossing to the east for instance.  Being a T-junction, the efficiency can 
deteriorate if higher flows occur on Riverlea Boulevard.  The intersection should be monitored to determine when the 
upgrade should occur based on additional development to the west. 

The School Road does link back to intersection 5 which has a higher capacity and would provide for connectivity back to 
the neighbourhood centre to the north.  This may become a loop circuit for people delivering children to school. 

The ultimate intersection for traffic signals will have a higher capacity to cater for higher traffic flows on Riverlea Boulevard.  
Monitoring of the intersection and consideration with development to the west will determine when the traffic signals will be 
required. 
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 Intersection 6 Assessment 
Intersection 6 will initially be at the end of the Riverlea development, with a T-junction proposed to connect to residential 
stages to the north and south.  Longer-term Riverlea Boulevard will continue west which will require a 4-way intersection to 
be appropriately managed. 

The anticipated AM and PM peak hour traffic volumes for Precinct 2 volumes at intersection 5 are shown in Figure 6.14.  

Figure 6.14: Intersection 6 –AM & PM Peak Hour Turning Volumes 

   Stage 36 Road     

         

         

  PM 0 5 102    

No Connection AM 0 5 348  Riverlea Blvd 

PM AM  R T L  AM PM 

0 0 L    R 102 348 

0 0 T    T 0 0 

0 0 R    L 13 47 

   L T R    

534 1248 AM 0 5 47  345 1156 

  PM 0 5 13    

         

         

   Stage 37 Road     
Orange figures indicates the future traffic on Riverlea Boulevard for the Ultimate intersection analysis.  

 

The Initial and Ultimate intersection layouts are shown in Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16 respectively. 

Figure 6.15: Intersection 6 – Initial – T-Junction 
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Figure 6.16: Intersection 6 – Ultimate Intersection 

 
The SIDRA movement summary for each intersection and peak period is shown in the following tables. 

Table 6.21: Intersection 6 – T-junction – AM Peak Summary 
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Table 6.22: Intersection 6 – T-junction – PM Peak Summary 

 

Table 6.23: Intersection 6 – Ultimate – AM Peak Summary 
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Table 6.24: Intersection 6 – Ultimate – PM Peak Summary 

 

The above analysis includes staged right turn from Stage 36 Road (north) where vehicles will use the median to store and wait between eastbound and 

westbound traffic streams on Riverlea Boulevard.  This provides a more realistic assessment of the intersection operation.  

 

 Intersection 6 Summary 
The ultimate layout for the intersection will be a 4-way intersection with the extension of Riverlea Boulevard to the west.  
Given there will be very few traffic movements north-south across Riverlea Boulevard, and also there would also be very 
little traffic to and from the west, it is recommended that the intersection remain unsignalised with only certain turning 
movements provided. 

Stage 37 has alternative access for right turns in (from the west) and right turns out (to the east) via Intersection 5A to the 
east.  Based on the above, this road can be limited to left turn in and out only. 

Stage 36 on the northern side can retain right turn movements as it will have heavier turning movements to and from the 
east (right turn in and left turn out).  Right turns to the west on Riverlea Boulevard can be maintained with staged turns 
anticipated through the median. 

This intersection arrangement will maintain Riverlea Boulevard at 2 lanes in each direction based on higher flows from the 
west. 
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 Intersection Summary 
The analysis of the intersections in Precinct 2 for the Initial and Ultimate layouts is summarised in the figures below with 
the recommended intersection layouts. 

Initial Intersections 

 
 
Ultimate Intersections 
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 Intersection Upgrade Timing 
The likely need to upgrade the intersections from interim to ultimate based on future development to the west for Precinct 3 
and 4 has been reviewed as part of the intersection analysis.  For this assessment, it should be noted that the additional 
traffic volumes assumed to be from the west (from the whole development) has been developed from the original PB 
modelling which considered a secondary access and high level of self-sufficiency in each precinct with schools, 
employment and activity centres.  In simple terms this equates to about 3,000 dwellings if no secondary connection is 
provided. 

Hence it is likely overall that the intersections would need to be upgraded prior to full occupation of Precinct 3 assuming it 
will be similar size to Precinct 2.  This assumption is made on the basis that a secondary access would not be available 
until Precinct 4 for which planning would occur during the development of Precinct 3.  It would be assumed that a 
secondary connection would be provided prior to full occupation of Precinct 3.  The analysis generally indicates 
intersections will need upgrading by 50% of the occupation of Precinct 3 (or about 1500 dwellings in addition to Precinct 2 
dwellings).  The above assumes Precinct 2 is complete and occupied. 

Given the above, the assessment of intersections has found the following: 

Intersection 3 

Initial –up to 50% of Precinct 3 complete and occupied but interim upgrade likely required as per below 

Interim - (additional left turn lane north leg) from 25% of Precinct 3 (due to increased AM Peak flows) 

Ultimate – from 50% of Precinct 3 complete and occupied (due to PM Peak period queue lengths) 

Intersection 4 

Initial and Ultimate will be the same intersection. 

Intersection 5 

Initial roundabout or signals – can remain until about 50% of Precinct 3 occupied 

Ultimate – from 50% of Precinct 3 complete and occupied 

Intersection 5a 

Initial – up to 50% of Precinct 3 complete and occupied 

Ultimate – from 50% of Precinct 3 complete and occupied 

However school traffic will likely seek traffic signals for safe crossings by children and right turns by parents.  It 
may be recommended with the timing of the school development. 

Intersection 6 

Initial – Precinct 2 only 

Ultimate – required when Precinct 3 connected to west 

 

Please note this is a guide only and will be dependant on actual traffic volume growth following further development to the 
west. 
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 Conclusions 
Based on the analysis and discussions presented within this report, the following conclusions are made: 

1. The proposed Precinct 2 development will include approximately 3,100 residential dwellings with associated 
neighbourhood centre, educational and recreational facilities within a modified grid network and key access routes to 
Riverlea Boulevard. 

2. Precinct 2 will generate some 25,000 vehicle trips per day which is consistent with the Traffic Impact Assessment 
prepared for the master plan in 2009, and for Precinct 2 in 2015. 

3. A review of the proposed intersections on Riverlea Boulevard has identified the initial intersection layouts which will 
cater for Precinct 2 traffic demands, and ultimate intersection layouts which will cater for future traffic demands of 
Riverlea as it is developed to the west. 

4. Previous analysis has found that the Precinct 1 intersections will be able to cater for the traffic demands of Precinct 2, 
and similarly preliminary analysis of the Port Wakefield Road / Riverlea Boulevard intersection will be capable of 
handling the increase demand of Precinct 2 within existing capacity of the intersection.  These intersections should be 
reviewed as part of planning of Precinct 3 to confirm continued suitable operation. 

5. The central intersection (5) will provide access to both the neighbourhood centre precinct (to the north) and school 
precinct (to the south) and is recommended to have traffic signals as an initial option to better accommodate the 
anticipated traffic movements, but also safer pedestrian and cyclist movements compared to a roundabout.   

6. Intersection 6 (at the western end of the precinct) would become T-junctions with no traffic control of Riverlea 
Boulevard traffic required (which will assist in limiting the impact on through traffic), with limited movements to the 
south due to the smaller precinct proposed.  The development of connections further to the west as part of future 
precincts may require further consideration of the traffic control of this intersection in the future. 

7. The upgrade of the intersection to the ultimate configurations shown will be dependant on timing of future stages to 
the west, and should be reviewed as part of the planning and design of these stages to assist in identifying upgrade 
requirements.  Generally the initial intersections will be capable of accommodating approximately 50% of Precinct 3 
traffic demands. 

8. The configurations of the street network will be conducive to a low speed environment of less than 40km/h on the 
minor streets, and 50km/h on collector streets which will link to Riverlea Boulevard. 

9. The street network will be planned to accommodate bus services when required, with road carriageways suitable for 
bus travel through the precinct.  The actual routes are yet to be confirmed. 
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 Introduction 
 Background 

Parks and reserves in Council areas have in recent times been the focus of upgrades with active and passive uses 
including playgrounds, fitness equipment, sports facilities, BBQ, space for gatherings, and nature enjoyment.  Car parking 
demands at parks and reserves has not been well defined with parking often requiring some form of management whether 
it be on-street or off-street parking areas.  Many parks and reserves are located in residential areas with parking impacting 
the available parking for residents. 

Car parking at parks and reserves can become an issue for the management authority with various uses that will generate 
traffic and parking demands.  Both passive and active activities will generate traffic and parking, with users often beyond 
the walking distance of surrounding residents.   

Activities can include: 

• Open grass area for recreation; 
• Picnic and barbeque; 
• Natural playspace; 
• Multipurpose activity space; 
• Fitness stations; 
• Wetland interaction and viewing decks; 
• Multi-purpose court activities (e.g. tennis, basketball, etc); 
• Multiple pathway loops suitable for a range or recreation activities (e.g. walking, jogging, children learning to ride 

a bike, etc). 

It is understood that there are over 15 separate parks and reserves proposed for Precinct 2.   

A review of the parks and reserves for Precinct 2 is proposed to identify anticipated activities and consider the parking 
demands associated with these activities will enable consideration of on-street and off-street parking.  The available 
on-street parking demands for adjacent residential areas will be assessed and compared to potential parking demand and 
availability for the parks and reserves.  Recommendations for parking supply at each reserve can then be considered.  
Additional matters to be considered are disability permit parking, and future proofing for the provision of Electric Vehicle 
charging. 

Stantec has been commissioned to conduct a car parking study for public open spaces associated with the Precinct 2 
Development located in Riverlea Park. 

 Purpose of this Report 
This report sets out an assessment of the anticipated parking implications of the parks and reserves proposed in Precinct 
2, including consideration of the following: 

• Identify all proposed parks and reserves for location/use/activities. 

• Identify available parking supply on road network for each location 

• Assess parking demands from adjacent uses (residential, commercial, etc). 

• Assess parking demand and availability at each reserve location and identify any potential shortfalls/conflicts. 

• Provide recommendations for parking supply at each site with consideration of on-street and off-street supply. 
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 Precinct 2 Reserves 
The location of the 15 reserves in Precinct 2 is shown in Figure 1.   

Figure 1: Reserve Locations 

 

No. Park Name No. Park Name 
1 Local Park 1 8 Karra Park 
2 Local Park 2 9 Canoe Park 
3 Local Park 3 10 Pebbles Park 
4 Local Park 4 11 Island Park 
5 Local Park 5 12 Lakes Park 
6 Minor Park 13 Dragonfly Park 
7 River And Conservation Areas 14 Local Park 6 
  15 Honeyeater Park 

1
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 On-Street Car Parking Review 
The indicative capacity of on-street car parking has been identified for each reserve along the 
abutting/adjacent road frontages.  The on-street car parking requirement was then calculated based on the 
requirement set out within the SA Planning and Design Code for residential allotments.  The remaining 
balance of on-street car parking that remained and accordingly the amount of car parking spaces that 
remained available for the open spaces.  This is shown in Table 1.   

It is noted that Karra Park and the River & Conservation Area open spaces were combined as they directly 
abutted one another.  This was also the case for Lakes Park and Dragonfly Park.   

Table 1: On-Street Car Parking Availability 

No. Park Name 

No. 

Dwellings 

Fronting 

On-Street 

Car Parking 

Provision 

On-Street Car 

Parking Rate 

SA P & D Code On-

Street Car Parking 

Requirement 

Available Parking 

for Reserve 

1 Local Park 1 8 27 
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3 24 

2 Local Park 2 24 74 8 66 

3 Local Park 3 17 21 6 15 

4 Local Park 4 7 28 3 21 

5 Local Park 5 9 22 3 13 

6 Minor Park 11 4 4 - 

7 & 8 

River And 

Conservation Areas & 

Karra Park 

41+ 164+ 14 150+ 

9 Canoe Park 22 74 8 66 

10 Pebbles Park 8 17 3 14 

11 Island Park 26 47 9 38 

12 & 13 
Lakes Park & 

Dragonfly Park 
51 156 17 139 

14 Local Park 6 5 47 2 45 

15 Honeyeater Park 9 22 3 19 

Based on the above, each of the public reserves were considered to have a reasonable balance of on-street 
car parking available for public use.  However, it should be noted: 

1. Some public reserves have high parking and traffic demand facilities which may result in significant 
on-street car parking at peak times.   

2. The high demand for on-street car parking at public reserves is not ideal from a residential amenity 
perspective and does create a traffic impact for local streets.   
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 Assessment Methodology 
An assessment has been conducted for each of the public reserves to confirm the anticipated car parking 
demand.  Each of the public reserves comprised one or more of the facilities that are listed in Table 2.   

Table 2: Proposed Public Reserve Facilities 

 

Each of the facilities were then assessed on the catchment size that the facility is expected to attract (Table 3) 
and the expected attendance to the facility (Table 4). 
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Table 3: Catchment – Parking Assessment Criteria 

CATCHMENT DESCRIPTION 

LOCAL 
Attract generally local residents within a short walk from the facility  (within 300 

metres) 

NEIGHBOURHOOD 
Generally attracts local residents within a moderate walk to short drive’s 

distance (within 500 metres) 

DISTRICT 
Attracts local residents, but also people from outside the catchment area, 

which are required to drive (within 2 kilometres) 

 

Table 4: Attendance – Parking Assessment Criteria 

Attendance Description 

Low Facility doesn’t draw people, but rather is ancillary to other facilities  

Moderate 
Attracts a reasonable amount of people to the facility, but generally only within the 

immediate local catchment 

High Attracts a larger number of people both the local, district and regional catchments.   

 

Both these criterion were then used to assess the anticipated parking demand for each facility, ranging from 
negligible, low, moderate and high, with an associated score ranking.  This is shown in Table 5.   

Table 5: Parking Demand – Parking Assessment Criteria 

Parking Demand Rating Description 

None 0 Facility unlikely to generate car parking demand 

 Low 1 Facility generates low car parking demand 

 Moderate 2 Facility generates moderate car parking demand 

 High 3 Facility generates high car parking demand 

 

Based on the above, Table 6 considers the anticipated parking demand for each facility type, based on the catchment size, 
attendance and associated car parking demand.   
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Table 6: Facility Rating Matrix 

No FACILITY CATCHMENT ATTENDANCE RATING 

1 Restroom Neighbourhood Moderate 2 

2 Picnic Shelters / Furniture Local Low 1 

3 Bbq Neighbourhood Moderate 2 

4 Play Facilities (0 – 6 Years) Local Moderate 2 

5 Play Facilities (7 – 12 Years) Local Moderate 2 

6 Play Facilities (13 – 17 Years) Neighbourhood Moderate 2 

7 Open Grass Local Negligible 0 

8 Kickaround Space Local Negligible 0 

9 Skate Facilities Neighbourhood Moderate 2 

10 Look Outs District Low 1 

11 Climbing Walls Neighbourhood Moderate 2 

12 Pop Up Areas District High 3 

13 Bike Skill Neighbourhood Moderate 2 

14 Water Play Neighbourhood Moderate 2 

15 Plaza Space Local Negligible 0 

16 Art Local Negligible 0 

17 Netball / Basketball Neighbourhood Moderate 2 

18 Fitness Trail / Equipment District High 3 

19 Boardwalk District High 3 

20 Dog Park District High 3 

21 Parkour Neighbourhood Moderate 2 
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 Reserve Assessment 
Each reserve was assigned as either a minor, small, medium or a large park, which was determined based on the number 
of facilities each public reserve provided in addition to the points scored based on the facility parking demand (as assigned 
in Table 6).  The methodology for assigning the classification of public reserves is set out in Table 7, while Table 8 
considers the classification for each of the reserves.   

Table 7: Public Reserve Classification 

Park 

Classification 
Rating Description 

MINOR 0 

Park unlikely to generate car parking demand as it will only be used by adjacent residents.   

There are no car parking or traffic generators 

Car Parking can be accommodated on-street 

SMALL 1 – 6 

Park may generate a low car parking demand 

Park contains a small number of uses, which are low traffic and car parking generators  

Car Parking can be accommodated on-street 

MEDIUM 7 – 12 

Park may generate a medium car parking demand.   

Parking contains a moderate number of uses, some of which are moderate to high car 

parking and traffic generators 

Indented Car Parking should be considered 

On-Street DDA Car Parking should be considered 

LARGE 13 + 

Facility generates high car parking demand.   

Park comprises a number of uses, plenty of which are moderate to high traffic and car 

parking generators.   

Off-Street Car Parking should be considered 

On-Street DDA Car Parking should be considered 

Electric Vehicle parking / charging should be considered 
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Table 8: Public Reserve Assignment 

No. PARK NAME FACILITIES RATING CLASSIFICATION 

1 Local Park 1 Minimal 0 Minor 

2 Local Park 2 Minimal 0 Minor 

3 Local Park 3 Minimal 0 Minor 

4 Local Park 4 Minimal 0 Minor 

5 Local Park 5 Minimal 0 Minor 

6 Minor Park Minimal 0 Minor 

7 
River And Conservation 

Areas 

Picnic Shelters / Furniture 

BBQ 

Play Facilities (0-6 Years) 

Play Facilities (7-12 Years) 

Lookout 

Boardwalk 

11 Medium 

8 Karra Park 

Restrooms 

Picnic Shelters / Furniture 

Play Facilities (7-12 Years) 

Play Facilities (13-17 Years) 

Open Grass 

Kickaround Space 

Bike Skill 

Netball / Basketball 

Fitness Trail / Equipment 

Boardwalk 

Dog Park 

20 Large 

9 Canoe Park 

Picnic Shelters / Furniture 

BBQ 

Play Facilities (0-6 Years) 

Play Facilities (7-12 Years) 

Open Grass 

Kickaround Space 

7 Medium 

10 Pebbles Park 

Play Facilities (0-6 Years) 

Play Facilities (7-12 Years) 

Water Play 

6 Small 

11 Island Park 

Picnic Shelters / Furniture 

BBQ 

Play Facilities (0-6 Years) 

Play Facilities (0-6 Years) 

Open Grass 

Kickaround Space 

7 Medium 

12 Lakes Park 

Restrooms 

Picnic Shelters / Furniture 

BBQ 

Play Facilities (0-6 Years) 

Play Facilities (7-12 Years) 

Play Facilities (13-17 Years) 

Open Grass 

19 Large 
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No. PARK NAME FACILITIES RATING CLASSIFICATION 

Kickaround Space 

Skate Facilities 

Lookouts 

Pop Up Areas 

Plaza Space 

Art 

Boardwalk 

Parkour 

13 Dragonfly Park 

Open Grass 

Lookout 

Water Play 

Art 

Boardwalk 

6 Small 

14 Local Park 6 Minimal 0 Minor 

15 Honeyeater Park 

Picnic Shelters / Furniture 

Play Facilities (0-6 Years) 

Play Facilities (7-12 Years) 

5 Small 

 

With respect to above: 

• Karra Park and Lakes Park were classified as large public reserves.  As River & Conservation Areas 
and Dragonfly Park directly abutted these large public reserves respectively, these were amalgamated 
into the parking assessment. 

• Canoe Park and Island Park were classified as medium public reserves. 

• The remaining parks were deemed either small or minor public reserves. 
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 Conclusions 
Based on the above, the following conclusions have been made: 

1. Karra Park / River and Conservations Areas was assessed together as a large public reserve 
recommended with: 

a. On-site car parking provision.   

b. Indented on-street car parking bays should also be considered to complement the on-site car 
parking.   

c. On-site parking for people with disabilities. 

d. Electric vehicle charging facilities should be considered.   

2. Lakes Park / Dragonfly Park was assessed together as a large public reserve recommended with: 

a. On-site car parking provision.   

b. Indented on-street car parking bays should also be considered to complement the on-site car 
parking.   

c. On-site parking for people with disabilities. 

d. Electric vehicle charging facilities should be considered.   

3. Canoe Park and Island Park are considered medium public reserves and therefore recommended 
with: 

a. On-street indented car parking. 

b. On-street parking for people with disabilities. 

4. The remaining parks were classified as minor or small parks.  On-street car parking will generally be 
sufficient however indented parking is recommended in some instances due to neighbouring uses.  
Parking for people with disabilities and electric vehicle charging facilities are not considered necessary 
at these locations.   

A summary of the park analysis is shown in Table 9. 
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Table 9: Public Reserve Parking Recommendations Summary 

Park Rating Classification 

On-Street 

Car 

Parking 

Indented 

On-Street 

Car  

Parking 

Indented 

On-Street 

DDA Car 

Parking 

On-Site 

Car 

Parking 

On-Site 

DDA Car 

Parking 

Electric 

Vehicle 

Parking / 

Charging 

Local Park 1 0 Minor ✓      

Local Park 2 0 Minor ✓      

Local Park 3 0 Minor ✓      

Local Park 4 0 Minor ✓      

Local Park 5 0 Minor ✓      

Minor Park 0 Minor ✓      

River And 

Conservation Areas / 

Karra Park 

31 Large  ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Canoe Park 7 Medium  ✓ ✓    

Pebbles Park 6 Small ✓      

Island Park 7 Medium  ✓ ✓    

Lakes Park / 

Dragonfly Park 
25 Large  ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Local Park 6 0 Small  ✓     

Honeyeater Park 5 Small ✓      
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Appendix A Park Analysis 
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1. LOCAL PARK
• Classified as 

MINOR park
• Parking Demand 

not anticipated
• On-street car

parking adequate
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2. LOCAL PARK
• Classified as MINOR 

park
• Parking Demand not 

anticipated
• On-street car parking 

adequate
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3. LOCAL PARK
• Classified as 

MINOR park
• Parking Demand 

not anticipated
• On-street car

parking 
adequate
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4. LOCAL PARK
• Classified as 

MINOR park
• Parking Demand 

not anticipated
• On-street car

parking adequate
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5. LOCAL PARK
• Classified as 

MINOR park
• Parking Demand 

not anticipated
• On-street car

parking adequate
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6. LOCAL PARK
• Classified as MINOR 

park
• Parking Demand not 

anticipated
• On-street car parking 

adequate
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7 & 8. RIVER & CONSERVATION 
AREA AND KARRA PARK

• Combined for the 
purpose of assessment, 
as both parks abut each 
other

• Classified as LARGE park, 
with a combined rating 
of 31

• On-Street Car Parking 
may cause congestion 
on surrounding streets, 
and complaints from 
residents

• On-Site Parking 
recommended, which 
could facilitate both 
parks

• Off-Street DDA car 
parking recommended

• Provision for Electric 
Vehicle parking / 
charging to be 
considered

• Some indented on-street 
car parking could 
complement the parks 
well, particularly if there 
are larger events
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9. CANOE PARK
• Classified as MEDIUM park, 

with a rating of 7
• Moderate parking demand 

anticipated
• On-Street DDA car parking to 

be considered
• Parking demand likely to be 

accommodated on-street, 
but indented is 
recommended:
– Ensure easier traffic flow, 

and lesser impact on local 
residents

– Safer park access 
arrangements
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10. PEBBLES PARK
• Classified as SMALL 

park with a rating of 6
• Parking demand 

anticipated is minor
• On-street car parking 

adequate
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11. ISLAND PARK
• Classified as MEDIUM 

park with a rating of 7
• Moderate parking 

demand anticipated
• On-Street DDA car 

parking to be considered
• Parking demand likely to 

be accommodated on-
street, but indented is 
recommended:
– Ensure easier traffic flow, 

and lesser impact on 
local residents

– Safer park access 
arrangements
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12 & 13. LAKES PARK AND 
DRAGONFLY PARK

• Combined for the purpose of 
assessment as parks directly abut 
each other

• Classified as LARGE park with a 
combined rating of 25

• Some indented on-street car
parking already provided

• On-Street Car Parking only may 
cause congestion on surrounding 
streets, and complaints from 
residents

• On-Site Parking recommended, 
which could facilitate both parks

• On-site DDA car parking required
• Provision for Electric Vehicle parking 

/ charging to be considered
• Some indented on-street car

parking could complement the 
parks well, particularly if there are 
larger events
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14. LOCAL PARK 6
• Classified as SMALL park 

with a rating of 6
• While a low parking 

demand is anticipated, 
indented is 
recommended:

– Site is adjacent a 
proposed Sports and 
Community Park, which 
may generate 
considerable car parking 
in itself

– Ensure easier traffic 
flow, and lesser impact 
on local residents

– Safer park access 
arrangements
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15. HONEYEATER PARK
• Classified as 

SMALL park with 
a rating of 6

• Parking demand 
anticipated is 
minor

• On-street car
parking 
adequate



 

 

 



 

 

 

 


